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ANTI--HARRISON DEMOCRA7S ILLINOIS CENTRAL ELECTION
Secretary Root. 'INTERURBAN TRACTION LINE WILL
MET AND ORGANIZED A CLUB
GOES OVER ANOTHER DAY FOR
REACH BROADWAY FROM MADISON
WITH FIFTY-THREE PRESENT COUNTING OF PROXY VOTES
AND SECOND STREETS----THE ROUTE

0
•

Account of Meeting as Told in

Harriman

Hon. E. T. Franks Monday Night.

Local Paper This Morning —

Tells

Will Come In From Mayfield TwentyFilth and Tennessee

Ness spaper

Men They Can Settle Trouble

BusilleS8 Men are Getting To-

By Refusing to Publish One
Hon. E. T. Franks. of Owensboro, center and business men of Paducah)
Side of Story Until They
internal revenue collector for the is for
James P. Smith. There is no
the City
Second district, will speak here next politics
Have Seen the Other Side
In this attitude. It is simply
Monday night at the Kentucky thea- a
general recognition of the fitness
ter.
Mr. Franks was prominently of the man
for the office. There are
"The Anti-Harrison
Democratic mentioned as a poesitee candidate for approximately a half million dollars
Chicago. Oct. IS— Until three men,
governor and his, the Second Con- to be
club" was organized auk evening
spent by the-city, most of it
who are locked in a room assiduously1
gressiteial district,, was for him. He under
tee
with fifty-three members of leading
the direction of the mayor and
counting proxies are able to report to
is an able speaker and has been doing his appointees.
All of it under hie
people in all walks of life, in this
yeoman service in this campaign. As Influence.
the stockholders of the Illinois CenIf he is a politician, he
city, the gathering for this purpose
an entertaining and convincing orator will spend
tral railroad, there will he no elecit where it will do him
being held above the Robertson ice he has
few equals. His reputation and his
political friends the most tion of the directors. Twice )esoeroffice on Broadway between First is not unknown
here, and it is expect- good in the further
te 01111411,
tu- From Fourth sod Harrison streets
gratification of day the stockholders Resembled, only
and Second streets, Hats the morning ed that the
theater will be crowded their ambitions. This
tertirtnin line between Paducah and south to Fourth and
will be expen- to be told that the proxy inspectors
paper. Forty-two lettere-bad been Monday night.
Madison streets.
Mae tleld have so far advanced that Thence east on
sive to the taxpayers and damaging were not prepared to repott. Finally
Madtsoo street to
Ilt out to staunch
Democrats. who
an
adjournm
to Paducah. it a business man and
ent was taken shortly
an ordinance will be introduced Mon- -Second street
<mild not support the Democratic
to Broadway. The orThe Business Sten.
taxpayer is in charge, he will do what after 3 o'clock
day. providing a franchise for termthe afternoon and
Is almost ready. The commayorallty nominee, but fifty-three
As thecampaign progresses. it be- Is best for the
the
meeting
inals
carried
material
°ter
in
this
city.
The
route
intereet
until
of the pany has unlimited capital behind it,
3
of
people were present to join. It is come* more and more apparent
that Paducah and cheapest for the tax- o'clock this afternoon. Attorneys for
proposed line through the city is ,and the promoters
HON. ELINU ROOT,
learned that every one took a solemn Broadway (meaning the business
expect to do the
PaYer. There Is the rub
Mr. Harriman who have all along
from Twenty-fifth and Tennessee Uttar of the freight business
oath front a notary public present
between
been anxious to posh the matter to a
streets, north on Twenty-fifth street Mayfield and Paducah.
as well as a
pledging themselves not to divulge to
San Antonio, Tex. Oct. 18.—Amidst to Harrison
speedy conelusion. chafed sorely nnstreet. Thence east to jheavy passenger traffie. The
anyone outside their membership
track
'der the delays impOsed by the proxY a driving rainstorm Secretary of low water mark on the Ohio river. i'will
rish Funeral Incomplete Witho
be standard. gauge.
what transpired at the meeting, and
ut A
Root
State
and
party
arrived
San
in
inspectors. When, it was evident at
that to be up at subsequent sessions.
the meeting that the committee Antonio aboard the private car "Sig
One of the leading club members
would not be able to report, Mr net," attached to the northbound le
who is a prominept city official, statCromwell went to Judge Edgar Far- ternational & Great Northern pa,ed they would
vigorouele
oppose
rar, who represents Mr. Fe& with get.
Tom Harrison's election, but support
During the brief time the party
the proposition that all proxies should
the balance of the Democratic ticket
New York. Oct. le.—The justices to recognize It, quoted
front the dic,be thrown upon the table in a general stopped in San Antonio, however, a
with the exception of ono council- In the appellate division of the su- tionary the definition
of the word I meeting and that conflicting proxies committee front the international
manic nominee who was found preme eourt must decide whether a :'wake," as the "sitting up
of persons should be thrown out. This would club waited upon the secretary in his
"spotting" members of the club as "wake' Is a legitimate part of a with a dead body. often attended with
Manila,
have killed all revocations that have car. '
With the PhilipManila. te
Is. —Aenoet eituulthey entered the building last night funeral ceremony in an Irish family. -a degree of festivity. chiefly among
"You were surprised at the number pine assemblj only two citiys old, andltaneously with the circulatio
been made and the proposition was
The
question
was
brought up by Jo- the Irish."
n of a
The first night was devoted to orpromptly declined by Judge Farrar. of Americans in Mexico'!" was asked no legislative work done, duels al- :rumor that one attempt
wee made to
The court reversed the decision.
ganising, while another meeting Is seph if McCallagh. who seeks to be
rtady
"I
confe_as
must
ate,
was,"
I
threatene
replied
d
as
the
the result khrow a bomb at Secretary of War
While gihe meeting was waiting for
called for some date within the West reimbursed (or the expenses attendsome further word from the commit- secretary. "I had heard that there of trouble betweu the Nationalists Taft at the reception in his honor,
few days. It not being given out, at ing the wake of an uncle, Peter Me
tee In order to detertnine the time *ere a great number' there, but the mai the Radical members. Severallcame an official denial of the report.
which time each Democrat has pledg- Callagh. who died two years ago.
The executors and trustees under
to whiet adjournment should be tak- per eent was astonishing I have no challenges are said ti5 have been ese 'Tart today refused to discuss the
ed himeelf to bring other Democrats
the we, of Peter McCatlagh refused
I story.
en. Mr. Harriman picked up his chair doubt but that the Americans had a changed.
with hire.
, they wanting to start
to allow for these expenss. The
and, carrying it to the end of the melt influence upon Mexico in the
working MI11 not less than 25.0 affilnephew declared it was customary
press table, sat down with the re- matter of Americanizing it. Presiiate*.
for a guard of honor to have refresh-'
mark, "1 think you gentlemen can do dent Dias is a great man, a man of
Those seen coming from the gath- meats,
tie ordered a liberal quan-i
more to settle this railroad situation wonderful breadth and power."
ering last night Included professional tit) of food
and beverages, he said,'
than
"I was surprised." he went on, "at
anybody else." Wle•n asked for
men, merchants, mechanics, railroad- under the direction of
the widow.
Sir. George La Moore, the well
an explanation he said. -You can do the remarkable success Mexico has
elm and others equally as well known
His counsel. William F. Claire, a.
! known mill man, was called to Sagiit by refusing to print on. side of the eurountered In her efforte to educate
in all walks of life. They stated they insisting that the rustom seas so we:1
naw. Mich:. yesterday by a serious
proposition until you have seen the the Indian. They have been far more
could not conscientiously support estannehed the courts could not fat.
accident
to his aged father, William
suctesstfu
than
man on the other side, and let him
l
has the United States
Harrison. but were for the remainder
Captain Browinski, of JOppa, Ill.
He received a telegram
At least it would seem that the
have
his
say
at
same
the
time.
I
of the Octet, their intention being
am
elm was one of the Pilots of
Mot".
.tnnonnei
ng that his father had fallen
Ik•
United
States
sick,
has
had
little
success
and
most
or
the
men
are
other
to wage a strong and vigorous camsteamer Mississippi on the memorable
and terokes les coder hone. several
In the efforts to modernise the
Deign whah seems to have gotten a
trip down the Mississippi river with also sick, of the continued attacks
ere, and his leg. Mr .La Moose. or..
Yoquis
•• eontluded the secretary.
good start already, as on leaving the
the presidential party, was in the city made on railroads. When t•harges
if 94 years old and the injuries, bemade
are
Ottawa.
against
railroad,
Oct.
a
prop
le.--That
the
gathering last night the
King Ed- cause of his adveneed age,
members
last night. Capt. Browinski stated
are conward and Queen Alexandria, of'Engwere approached by mane outsiders
that the matter had been much mag- er thing to do is to refrain front pubsidered fatal. No details or the accijand, may pay a visit to the United
who asked the cause of the session
nified and much that was entirely lishing them until the party bringing
dent were received.
States, Is regarded as certain here
and on beteg informed, expressed a
false had been printed. He said the the charge and the representatives of
unless
the
somethin
railroad
hate
conferenc
g
happen:
unforesee
had
e
n
a
desire to join, which they will do at
reports that the Dick Fowler had
Their majesties will visit Canada
the next gathering It is understood
jammed the sides of the Mississippi with the representatives of the press
ronegetio
n with the centenary celePresent.
As
such
things
are
now
run
everjbodi will be pledged to sacred
was untrue. He was of the opinion
brat!bn of the landing of Champlain.
secrecy In order to thoroughly carry
that the Fowler was never in a posi- charges are printed is the papers
There is little doubt that King Edand the public reeeives a wrong imBenton, Ky.. Oct. 18. (Special.)—
out their pious. Every, mall there was
t
th e pression
The Hague, Oct. I8.—At the tenth tto that h e was a menaceo
ward will visit the United States,
because
railroad
the
One of the most interesting weddings
side
of
at. old-time Democrat.
plenary sitting of the peace confer- safety of the Miesigeippl during the the question
Is not given at
of the year took place here last night
the
ence nelay, M. Nelidolf mending, the entire voyage.
Will Diet on Peanuts.
same time. It is the first impression
at the home of J. E. Brandon, the
There
has
been
no
time
set for the
Anal ate of the conference was adoptAurora, III., Oct. 15.—There is no well known grocer,
when his datighhearing of the charges against Cap- that counts."
ed and was recorded.
better
food than peanuts and to prove ter, Mies Maude. was united
Before
was
it
definitely announced
Ma field. Ky.. Oct.
in marlame lal.)
IDa series of sittings from Jim.
, 15 tain cole, though it is expected that
it to the board of health, Thomas -J riage to .loseph
I.. ('rice, the popular
to Octooer 18, in which the delegates the hearing will be given at Cairo at that the proxies committee would —Alone In her kitchen, where she Allen today
started
on
a 611 day pea- circuit court clerk. The wedding
Cincinnati, 0 , Oct. 1.4.
,
--Wheat were constantly animated by a desire an early date. The owners and offic- not be able to report, the attorneys of was doing the family washing yesternut debauch. Allen believes the gov- was a quiet affair,
$1.05; corn. 701
/
2; oats, 56 1e.
performed by the
to meet. the intentions of the initiator ials are anxious for the investigation both sides were somewhat startled day afternoon. Mrs. Claude Brooks. ernment
should try the experiment Rev. L. V. Henson.
of the Baptist
of the conference, as well as those of to be held that the matter may be by a suggestion that the transfer of Prycrsburg. three miles west of
books of the company were open here, was burned so severely when with the idea of finding better food church, in the presence of the famithe governments participating. con- settled
for soldiers.
lies and a few friends.
When the stockholders' meeting was. her dress caught re that she died a
ventions were agreed upon for the
originally called it was Lot thought few hours later in terrible agony.
signatures of the plenipotentiaries:
China to Erect Pnblk Schools.
that it would last over one day, and Mrs. Brooks, who was 20 years old,
First—The peaceful regulation of
Edinburg, Scotland, Oct. 18.—But
Pekin. Oct. 18.—Contracts have
the
announce
and
mother
the
'a
of
three
ment
internalo
-months
was
made
that
nal
conflict.
-old
the
three out of a crew of 21 were saved
beett awarded for the construction
books would be open again on Octo- -child, was working around an open
Second—Providing for an internafrom the Danish steanter Alenced
of
modern schools on the site of the
lire,
where
her letPer was heating.
ber 17. After a hasty conference it
Eriandensen. which went ashore off tional prize court.
The Paducah Bar aseociatima met
In lift1114. marater her clothing caught Pekin examination hall, which has
wah
Third—rd
decided
that
there
was
way
no
in
the
and
rights
Saint Abbshead late testerday and
been a curiosity to travelers. consist- this morning in the pollee tenon
fire
and
was
duties
burned
off
her.
which
of
neutrals
books
the
She
could
land.
on
was ing of
be closed and
was battered to pieces bt the surf
hundreds of small rooms or room and appointed a committee to
Fourth—Regulating the rights and
It was therefore decided that the sec- unable to do anything to save herself,
during the night. Eighteen were
cells for students, and which have prepare resolutions of respect and
and
her
fleeh
was cooked before the
retary should be allowed to remain
swept by waves front the deck ant! duties of neutrals at sea.
ben the chief confusion or educa- honor to the late Judge L. H.
HusFifth—Covering the laying of subopen until :; o'clock in the afternoon fiames died out far lack of fuel to
drowned. The one saved was a wotional relics.
bands. The committee le to report
feed
them.
Her
marine
screams'
mines.
they
were
when
again closed until
attracted
man.
Monday morning at the court house
Sixth—The bombaldnient of towns
next Tuesday, at 11 a. m. It was other members 'of the family, who
Robert Mocker Must Haug.
when the resolutions will he adopted from the sea.
agreed that no effort should be made found her in her terrible condition.
Lexington, Ky.. Oct. 18.- -Robert On the committee nre Attorneys
Employes of Paducah Illinois Cen- on either
Seventh—The matter of the collecside to pur('has stuck dur- She had iphaled the tiamesand death Hacker. the negro
who phot ant James Campbell, Sr.. .1. C. Flournoe
tral ehopts will have direct representawas
tion of contractual debt.
inevitable
.
ing the day.
ktlied Drunimond N. Veal, a promi- D. ii: Hughes,
tion in the management of the railD. G. Park and Hal S.
Eighth—The transformation
of
nent farmer, last May over a debt of Corbett.
road hospital. This was decided at a
merthantmen into warships.
$:1, whlth the negro owed, was
today
Ninth—The treatment of captured called meeting of the board of directLouisville, Oct. 18.--(Special.)—
sentenced to hang-- by a jury In the
ors this morenang. The state will te
crews.
Fa)ette circuit court. The jury was
. An estimattelseued• by the Republican
Tenth—The inviolability of flehinx petitioned at once tor permission te
Seotenelle" is this name of the «imposed or Madison county citizens.
increase the board of directors by the
- ceampaign committee today gives the boats.
publioation which the senior class of Attorneys for the negro have asked
Eleventh—The Inviolability of the addition of two members ,and there
epublicans the state ht- 8.000 *nd
One track laid by the 11,610.s Centhe
Lincoln school will issue. The for a new trial.
are
to be selected from ehon emgives the Democrats the First dis- postal service.
tral on First street 1111Mt be taken
rat number wnl. be out Monday.
Twelfth—The application of the ployes. • Who they win he Is not
Maniac's Horrible Deed.
up, according to the terms of a Protrict by 8.000.
Percy Hatch will be the managing
Geneva convention and the Red Cross tipped off. The board will meet again
posed
ordinance for the improvement
Covington
,
Tenn.rOc
In
editor
IS.—A
t.
David
and
terHughiett
November
business
to ninne the shop directto sea warfare.
rible tfagedy occurred at lb o'clock of First street, which will be intromanager.
Thirteenth—The laws and customs ors and w:II also elect. a successor to
today two miles northeast of Atoka duced In the Ineird of cwineilmen
the late Engineer McGuire. Those
regulating land warfare.
In which Deputy Sheriff Charles M Monday. The street cotnalittee will
who attended the meeting this mornTHE
%THEIR.
WE
•
Webb, of Atoka, was shot and killed order the street paved the full width,
ing were Supt. A. H. Egan, Roadmase
Chattataxtga, Tenn.. Oct. 18.— Two
Charleston, W. Va.. Oct 18.—The
and Deputy Sheriff Louis Ogilvie. 04 the curbs erected by the railroad reter A. F. Blames. limiter Mechanic Joc
McCoy balloon, which left St. Louis
electric cars running at a high speed
this place was terribly wounded. The moved and a track, for which there
Nash. Louisville division; Supt. L. E.
last night, was sighted at noon
this morning in a dense fog.
men were shot by John P. Stroaig, an Is no right of way, taken up. InMcCabe, Nashville division; J. J. collided
miles west of here. traveling southTwo- mbtormen. one white passenger
New York, Oct. 18.—Wall street Gaven,
insane man, who used a shotgun with gress to warehouses on the street Is
superintendent; G. M. Huband three negroeS were killed. Ten
east very, fast.
breathed easier today, believing the bard, superviso
deadle effect upon the mon who had blocked by the condition of the
r. Tennessee division,
passengers .were seriously injured,
worst over In the eoppirr crisis, which and .Conductor
gone to apprehend him, the family street
John Wheedon. Louissome fatally. Over a score are more
fearing that he would clo some one
London. Ind., Oct. !S.—August eut financial circles in a panic yester. ville-Memphis divisions.
One car left the
rfr less Injured
Post and Alien Hawleynf St. UMW day. Announcement wag made by
harm. He Is now barricaded in his
other's
switch
time.
on the
brother's house and is defying . the
'ho left that city last eventing in the clearing house that the .MercanSteeens' balloon, landed at 6:30 this tile Netional bank is solvent, and the
officers who. are planning to accompfirm
of Otto Heiretzt & company, will
NAVAL, OFFICER WEDS.
lish his arrest without killing him. If
morning,four miles from here. They
The steel vault in Chief of Police
possible. The house is surrounded
made the trip safely, 225 miles, and he attic to weather the storm.
The new fountain at the northwest Rear Admiral Melville. Retired, one
James CollinAl office was yesterday
covered it In 12 hours. Post said
by
a
dozen
men
to
prevent
his
escorner of Third street and Broadway
afternoon cleaned oui and all papers
of Principals in Ceremony.
cape.
the night trip through the clouds was
is in use today. This is the first
burned. Records of the court for
of
Philadelph
delightful.
ia.
the D. A. R. fountains.
years back had been stored in the
vault, and a general cleaning out was
Ohio
Philadelp
18.--AeSwitch,
hia. Pa.. Oct.
La.. Oct. 18.—It Is
St. Louis, Oct. 18.—ree last prenecessary for more rootn. Many old
nouncerneut was made here of the
liminary flight of balloon'sts entered reported that President Roosevelt
hbnclt.uffc and articles taken •
marilage In New York today of Rear
In the international race for the has at last shot a bear. He brought
Bible class No, 10 of the Kentucky off of prisoners were
erought to
Melville,
Admiral
George
U.
W.
S.
N
James Gordon Bennett cup. was start- down
Avenue Presbyterian church, met last lighlt. Soule money was found in the
his quarry at the end of a four- . V euna, Oct. 18.—limperor Francis tretkred, of this city. tatilsaKm/tella
ed at noon by Oscar Erboloeh, the
vault,
night with Mr*. Frank Adams, on
was taken from prisoners and
also of Philadelphia. The
fierman aeronaut, and his assistant hour chew. There is great rejoicing Joseph is worse today. He has lost S
Broadway, and re-elected the fallow- never called for, Five dollars
beceremony
performed
in
was
camp.
In
little
the
etrengla
Details
are not obtainable
The court physicians adHam; Heldermann. The ascension
ing officers:
Preeldent. Mr. C. L. longing to a Innate) criminal, who es- Church Around the Corner. Rear
Fair and decidedly colder tonight Fan-at; vice-presi
was plat% led to try omit the atmos- until a ne.eeenzer tomee frotn the mut they consider hie condition
dent. Mr. Atlbert coped from jail and was klifillop
veld Admiral Melville is di', year!,
of age and Saturday. litIghest tettmeratsare Kirk; secretary. Miss
pheric cOntfitiOns.ratite,
Luta Munson: Kuttawa shortly after. 'were te;I:,
•• — a
ou
s.
70;
P.Wrdat.
•M.
lowest today, 47.
jYt
.
*1
treasurer, Mrs. Ruth Cremeens,
1_11, VI°Yrft`
.
1d,
from the Vault;
t
gether to Protect Interests of

Promoters Will Introduce Franchise
Ordinance Monday

'

• \, 41,
' '
• 44 if 1!

IS

I

Wake--Is It A Legitimate Expense?

Report of Attack on Taft Denied.
Filipinos Will Fight Many Duels.

CAPT BREWINSKI
SAYS REPORT IS
MUCH MAGNIFIED

THIRTEEN ITEMS
ARE AGREED UPON
BY CONFERENCE

KING EDWARD AND
I
HIS CONSORT MAY
COME TO AMERICA La

CLOTHING BURNS
AND YOUNG WOMAN
DIES OF INJURIES

FATHER IS INJURIED.

J. L. CR10E WEDS.

Grain Market.
ONLY ONE SAVED.

41'

SHOP MEN WILL BE
REPRESENTED ON
HOSPITAL BOARD

BAR ASSOCIATION.

8,000 Republican.

SIX ARE KILLED
OTHERS FATALLY
INJURED IN WRECK

"LA SENTENELLE."

MUST REMOVE TRACT.

THE BALLOONS.

COPPER CRISIS OVER.

RELICS BROUGHT TO LIGHT.

NEW FOUNTAIN.

GEE! GOT A BEAR.

BIBLE CLASS ELECTS.

EMPEROR IS WORSE.

•

Prominent Temperance
Advocate Indorses

ILLINOIS VOTES
THEATRICAL NOTES t
$20,000,000
ON
Pti-drarar-ir-rdrarl—inib4

yir•Al

Mr. George Foster Collins, of
Lincoln, Neb., who is 73 years
pld, a member of the Presbyterian Church, prominent in
politics, a life long and strenuous advocate of temperance,
has been greatly benefited by
the use of Duffy's Pure Malt
Whiskey and consck-ntiously
recommends it as the best
tonic stimulant for the (Ad.

Wonderful Effects.
Porter J. White's production of
Deep Waterway Bond Issue "Faust," besides being correctly
staged and Interpreted by a compeWill Be Submitted
tent cast of intelligent playeks, is mechanically wonderful, and the electrical effects and illusions add marvelously to the force of the great draIsslon of Fifteen Will Take matic sermon. No other classic play
Charge of Project for State.
ever lent itself to modern mechanical
_ Legialoture.
development like "Faust," and the
impression left on the mind a the
patron who witnesses the production,
which will be seen at The Kentucky
DECLARE RIVERS NAVIGABLE Saturday matinee an evening,
is ,
describable?

Only (Isle "BROMO QUININE"
Springfield, Ill., Oct. 18.—At the
is LAXATIVE BROM() QUIThat
of
people
the
year
fall election next
Wayne County, N. Y., on March 21, the state will vote
the quetion of NINE. Look for the signature of E.
1834. Our family moved to Michigan ft't3uing $20,000,000 worth of bonds W. Grove. Used the world over to
shortly after this. I grew up on the for the construction of a deep water- Cure a Cold in One Day. 23c.
farm, then studied law, was admitted to way from Lockport to Utica in the
the bar, was County Clerk of St. Clair Illinois river. From that point on
County, Mich., which office I held four ecuth the river is regarded as neviable by the federal government and
years. Then was for a time Secretary
of the Midland Railway of Michigan. the work of deepening it to permit its
I moved with criy "family to a farm in uee by vessels of large drafts will be
congress.
Gage County, Nebraska, in 1874; was up
In
the
meantime a commission of UNDER DI5CUS1410N BEFORE 1111
a member of the County Board eight
HOUSE OF DEPUTIES.
yews. sIn 1890 was elected State Sen- fifteen members will study the probthe project, and will
ator. Foster, my middle name, has been lem presented by
for
time
report to the governor in
transmitted in the family for OVCT 100 specific action by the legislature conyears from father to son. Mrs. Collins vening in 1909. At that time, if the Title of Prayer Book May Be Changed I
and myself are members of the Presby- people of the state vote to issue the
on Account of Transterian Church of Lincoln, where we bonds, the legislature will have auWe
years.
four
last
authe
work,
for
the
have lived
thority to proceed with
celebrated the fifty-third anniversary of thorize the construction of the deep
waterway, and raise the money with
our marriage on March 23d, 1907.
Richmond, Va., Oct. 18.—lodeclar"From early youth have been a stren- which to pay the cost. The joint resolution submitting the
uous advocate•of temperance principles
ation by the house of deputies reamendment for the
MR. CEORGII FOSTER COLLIS&
and strongly opposed to the use of liquor constitutional
dls
Issue of bonds was passed today In garding the "opeen pulpit" and a
forces. I had read and heard much
in any form. Over a year ago I began to feel a gradual decline of the vital by those in my condition, and was both houses of the general assembly cussion of a change in the title page
by the tiecensary two-thirds vote, in of the prayer book, irvolving a
about the benefits to be derived from the uce of Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey
my
overcome
to
use
its
from
benefit
much
received
had
who
the
worker
inmate in the morning and the change in the constitution, were
advised by an old friend and temperance
benefited by it, and can conscien- house in the afternoon.
among the subjects before today's
prejudices against liquor and try it. I took his advice and have been greatly
Malt
Pure
take
Duffy's
session of the general convention of
to
life
of
leaf"
yellew
and
"sear
Legislation.
the
Waterway
of
Disposes
into
passing
thase
tiously recommend all
the Protestant Episcopal church.
15th, 1907.
Both houses also passed the resoWhiskey."—GEORGE FOSTER COLLINS,2509 P Street, Lincoln, Neb., May
submission of a joint committee's
lution for the appointment of the IThe
recommendation that the triennial
commission of fifteen to be composed
held in Cinof five senators appointed by Lieuten- convention of 1910 be
regarding
debate
a
and
cinnati,
represenfive
ant Go‘ernor Sherman,
five
and
Shurtleff.
Speaker
by
tatives
malted,
thoroughly
kernel
is an absolute!).'are distillation of malted grain; great care being used to have every
citizens by Governor Deneen.
thus destroying the germ of the seed and producing a predigested liquid food in the form of a pale malt, which
In taking this action the legislapalits
moisture
and
warmth
by
seftened
science;
is the most effective tor.:c stimulant and invigorator known to
ture practically disposes of its deep
atability and freedom from injurious substances renders it so that it can be retained by the most sensitive stomach.
•
aeterway legislation.
It is an absolutely pure, gentle and invigorating stimulfnt and.tonic, builds up the nerve tissues,tones up the
the house
in
pending
is
There
still
brings
It
brood.
the
to
richness
and
heart, gives power to the brain, strength and elastidffy-io the muscles
a bill which would put a totally difinto action all the vital forces; it makes digestion peisfect, and enables you tc get from -the food you eat all the
ferent complexion on the disposition
nourishment it contains. It is invaluable for overworked men, delicate women and sickly children. It
of the tabject. It may pass the
keeps
and
young
old
POWDERS
strengthens and sustains the system; is a promoter of health and longevity; makes the
house, but it is not likely to get
the young strong.
througb the senate. This is a b:
It's the only Me
dealer for Datfy's Pure Malt Whiskey be sore you get the genuine. It la the
CAUTION- Wises you ask your drogrist. grocer
Illinois
and
Deaplainee
tfie
declaring
tradeasnart
tbe
for
Look
Stint.
pra,r1bod bs
Price
hull..
only absolutely pure @medicinal malt onl.key and 14, td a asslod bottles out ; never In
Illustrated medical booklet ass4 doctor's adsics
rivers navigable streams throughout
over ths oast lis
(teeters.
tbe "Old ‘hemist.'' on the label, and make ,,,re thc
use. Duffy Malt 1.litiLkey Co.. Medicate:. N. Y.
their course. prohibiting the erection
All
of any dams or obstructions and orDruggists
attorney
the
governor
and
dering•the
of
faith
must go hack to the simple
'The keeentials.
.-10
1 161'""6-`"""'''''''"'-'-'"'"-""'"'''''•""-0
"
ge,neral to take all necessary legal "
fathers, and renew our jaded
For sale red guaranteed by
We are living in an age or ma- the
which
remove
obstructions
to
steps
at the fountain head
terialism earl the seeitual armor has 'spirittial natures
already are there.
truth. We must remember that
perhaps become somewhat tarnished. , of all
The house, sitting as a committee We
tor.arreatAS
fit
not
do
power
and
'We have unconseloastr drifted away !pelf
the whole, adopted the bill 'this
of
life
the
tn
nobler things
from high ideals, as the apirit of the , er and
At the opening of the High school afternoon and
it to tie
reported
American.
beyond.—Lawrence
was
program
age of luxury, and the pursuit of
this morning a musical
house with the recommendation 11,
pleasure has gradually caused us to
rendered by the High school orchestra It pass. It was introduced by Rep
Words sometimes fail a man, but The concert was greatly enjoyed. and
lose our sense Of perspective. and to
eentative Charles Allen, but t
shorten our mental vision. In a way I nothing like that ever happens to h *ill be repeated every two weeks.
"stinger" in It was placed there by
we have become a nation of material- woman until she is ready to attend
Superintendent John A. Carnagey democrats, and the favorable recom.he hour. We ! her own funeral.
ists. living 1a- -has set the second Friday in each mendation of the committee was semonth for grade meetings and follow- cured because of Democratic work.
-schedule:
Representatives Lantz and McCiloorty
Is the joy of the household, for wohout ing is his
1:30 to 2:45.
circle.
Reading
Chicago, and Representative Manof
How
complete.
be
can
it no happiness
Toltaphortee --ejt's a safer
Democrats.
Mixed grade meetings, 2:45 to ny, of Brown county,
sweet the picture of mother and babel
quicker messenger than a
were successful In defeating the op3:30.
hey or gis).
Angels smile at and commend the
Separate grade meetings, 3:30 to position Which blocked the bill in the
thoughts and aspirations of the mother
they
so
were
defile
not
senate, and in
Telephone—We cmn get the
betsding over the cradle. The ordeal through 4:3130r.incipal W. H. Sum manager of gentle in their methods.
medicine or goods to yeti
howpass,
must
mother
quicker than your bey could
which the expectant
the High school football team, has
come to US.
ever,is so full of danger and suffering that she turned down a challenge issued by
Nursing Mothers and Malaria.
she
feel
shall
when
hour
the
to
forward
looks
the GeIconda High school football The Old Standard GROVE'S TASTETelephone—It Saves waits,
'
trouble and expense. Try it.
, Inc exquisite thrill of motherhood with indescribable dread and fear. seined for a game on October 25. The LESS CHILL TONIC drives out mai Every woman should know that the clanger. pain and 1,error of child- Paducah team will play Metropolis on laria and build, up the system. For
grown people and children, 50c.
Our Telephone No. is
I birth can be entirely avoided by the use of Mother's Friend, a sgientifie the 26.
I
The High school faculty is considliniment for external use only, which toughens and renders pliable all
180
-ring sending a representation to
Chief Wood Returns.
the parts, and assists nature in
to participate in a do.
Jame's Wood, chief of the fire deBoth Phoneas
' its sublime work. By its aid
to be held at that city Novena- partment, returned yesterday from
thousands of women have
2.
,er
A decision will be reached in the east efter attending the annual
passed this great crisis in perconvention of fire chiefs of the United I
fect safety and without pain.
Hopkinsville teachers desire to States and Canada. The convention!
, have a .big debate and have inv,tee was held in Washington, D. C.,
Sold at $z oo per bottle by druggists. Our book
Drug Store
!representatives from several lEgh following •ts close Chief Wood vic e ,
of Fricelees value to all women sent free. Address
other ea
T1 cities.
r hools :n nearby cities.
iumorsEco REGULATOR OM, Atlanta. gra
In Paducah High school there are
several pupils distinguished for their
ability in debating, and several are
eager to accept the Invitation.

At

The Kentucky
Saturday

Duffy's Pure Malt Whiskey

DR. JAMES

HEAD-ACHE
CURE

Price 10c

SCHOOL NEWS

B. M'PHERSON

Children Can't
Always Remember

I

Presents His Capable
Company in

FAUST

October

"I am 73 years old. Was born in

OPEN PULPIT

Mr. Porter S. White

Matinee and Night.

Wednesda
October

A splendid scenic revival of a great
play—a play that will last as long as
the stage lasts—carrying sill special
scenery and electrical effects.
, Prices—Matinee, 25c, 50e; night,
25c, 35c, 50c, 75e and $1.00.
Seats on sale Friday.

J

A. COBURN'S
Great Barlow

MINSTRELS
You all know them—a household word.
Absolutely goarant,et leg "your money'•
worth or your money back."
Everything new this Season, presenting
the west elaborate, sirctueUlar electric
'first part setting ever known in mite
etreley. New songs. sweet singers.

Prices 25e, 35c, 50c and 75e,
Seats on sale Tuesday 9 a. m.

An all white company.

of the prayer book be changed by
making out the words "according to
the Protestant Episcopal church in
the United States." It was explained •
that the translation of the term "Protestant Episcopal" was impossible in
many languages, involving at all •
times a substitution of terms, and
"No minister in charge of any con- that in foreign fields it seemed imgregation of this church, or, in case practicable to speak of the church as
of vacancy or absence, no church war being confined to the United States.
den, vestryman or trustee of the conThe house deemed It inexpedient to
gregation, shall permit any person to
any change, in the legal title of
ask
officiate therein without sufficient evthe church.
idence of his being duly licensed or
The question of the prayer book
ordained to minister in this church:
provided that nothing herein shall be will be referred to the house of depso construed as to forbid communi- rave for its concurrence, and in case
cants of the church to act as lay read- the resolution is adopted the change
ers, or to prevent the ministers In in title, involving a change in the
harge of any congregation of _this conatitatIou, will not be finally acchurch, when authorized by the blab- cepted until adopted In the conven
op, permitting a sermon or address don in 1910.
•
therein by any Christian person approved by the bishop."
Every man knows how other men
It was reconamended.tbat the title oierlit to do things.

church work in the tropics. Alaska.
and the Arctic region, were also
.
topics.
declaration regarding the
The
"open pulpit" was in the following
resolution pasted by the house of
deputies:

.1

•

EDGAR W. WHITTEMORE

BABY'S
E
IVOIC

MOTHER'Sllopkinsv1Ile

McPHERSON'S

to our recent tire we
OWING
are offering a number of

_me

the finest Shot Guns.and Rifles
at, greatly reduced prices, though
they are just as good as new.
This sale affords a very unusual
opportunity to the sportsman
who likes to carry only the
highest.grade-of fire arms and
yet has the foresight to take advantage of

I

Fraternity Building.

Both Phones 835

Tetwhene Dierussion.
"What is Education" is a subject,
teachers will diectitai at the regular !
monthly literary meeting to be held
thie afternoon at the Washing'
building. 'Supt. John A. Carnage;
will conduct the meeting.

p
.

.
UST
Gothe's Immortal
PORTER J.
WHITE'S l` F A
" Tragedy

TWO KILLED IN EXPLOSION,

Greatly Reduced Prices

L. W. HENNEBERGER CO

•

orpornted.)
!THE ItOUSE OF QUALITY.

Fifth and Jefferson Ste.

FREE REAL,ESTATE PRICE LAST

COMING! COMING! THE DEVIL IS COMING!-The Kentucky intiTI:irai-7- Saturday, Oct. 19

New Radiators Ready.
Thirte-eight radiators for the new
school house at Twelfth and Jackson
streets, arrived yesterday and Cone-actor Ed Hannan began work of
::tall:ng them today.
•

A NO6 RIFLES
I SHOT GFUIREN;ALE

R.eal Estate Agency.

Both Phones 176

Cause of Disaster in Cotton Mill. it.
Unexplainable.
Belton. Tex., Oct. 18.—Ramie Dve
white engineer, and Robert Owen-.
'negro fireman, were killed by the ex
400fsion—ot the boiler in the Bettecotton mill.
The plant of the Belton cotton cr
mill was one of the largest In'th
e et:on and had been running full
e:ast since the season opened. The
euilding was a large corrugated Iron
eructure, and the power was generited in a battery of three immense
oilers. All is now wreck and ruin,
and there is no explanation of th ,
.atastrophe. Each of the three boil-,
rs were torn to scrap Iron, by Ulf,
force of the explosion.
—There are not many things that
ean lee done as well without as with
the aid of advvrtiaire—end this tipil4r', to about ail enterprisu-s (-wept
ImPiciary.

MISS OLGA VERNE

Carrying All Scenery and Electrical Effects

Mephisto Shows Faust the Vision of Fair Marguerite and he Accepts the Forfeit,
Signs the Bond and Sells His Soul!

Big Bargain Matinee===Prices, Adults 50c; Children 25c
SEE

l'hu Wain of 1 71re,
he iZlectrical Pire•1:11en,
1 hso lihnaztrIceal Flower Bud.

SEE

- ,lectrlcal Neeklece,
1'h411?
The Monnitistory of the Monk,
The reerrtoun tetroce-ken "Mcone.
1

UMW

:FULL CHOIR FOR THE CATHEDRAL SCENE—Mendelssohn's Celebrated Quartet
Night Prices 25c to $1.00.

Sentst Are Now on Sale •

ob
•

ea

Uric— acid —ism.

'HAGER'S LETTER
READ IN PUBLIC

HOW

DHEU4AT1S)l

IS

COKED.

simplicity SIMI
combine
Conquer lAltiteeto Plague.

Cleanse your kidneys with Lantz's
No, it's not another new-tangled
disease.
Red Kidney Piliets, the best formula
Its just a better name for rheuma- Leer compounded for reetorine ce.erworked anti tired kidneys to a normal _Denies
tism.
and Reiterates His
condition.
Rheumatism is uric-actiesm.
these
Former
'Lake
Pillets
as
will
Statement
11 you
Too much uric acid in tho blood.
directed and drink plenty of water,
West caueen it?
you will be surprised how quickly
The failure cf the kidneys n reyour rheumatism will disappear
Tobacco Case in Veliket Hon. A. E
move the nric acid hem th^ se-el
They are pleasant to take. The
Willie.° Appeared Is Explained
tie
Why tiont.tho kidneys : tee.,
erice is only 50 cents a box.
iii Sibt4
at Fla 111, I ill.
uric acid front the bloote:
--II you have never tried Lantz's
everBecalms from exposnre Cr
Red Kidney Pillets we will be pleased
work or for sumo other teeseta, tees i to give you a two days' trial treat/al! te tile I ment free. We evel Vero you will be INTItoDucKD
BY
swmonaar
• beccrtie _clo=ed up and
tenellted.
the hied properly.

to

;.)

When Dr. Flood, the great Kidney
Bladder and Rheumatism specialist
wrote the now fatuous prescription
for these diseases given below, he
condensed great
medical learning
and skill Into a remedy and method
fr.
of treatment eU simple, inexpensive
and easily obtained that anyone can
benefit by it.
The receipt in full as he wrote it
with his simple direcliona complete
Is as follow.:
Fluid Extract Cascara Aromatic
ea ounce
Concentrated Barkola Compound
1 ounce.
Aromatis Elixir.
4 ounces
Mix these ingredients a: home and
Gilbert's Drug Store.
Fourth sad Broadway.
take one teaspoonful after each meal
Franklin, Ky., Oct. 18.—One of the
and one at bedtime.
BEAR ELUDE'S ROOSEVELT GUIDE most of the dogs are young, and the largest crowds which ever heard a
The object of this preleeiption is
Osborn brothers, of Neweliton, who Political speech in Simpson county asto soothe and heal the Kidneys and
Animal Started in the Catiebreak, own a fine pack of trainee bear trail eembled in the court room here yesBladder, reduce all intiaminations
ers, have been appealed to, to come terday to hear Hon. A. E. Wilson,
Swims Lake and Eecapes.
and stop the pain, but the doctor's
Republican nominee for governor.
to the rescue.
In thorough keeping with the earn- Instructions are that it must be persevered with for at least a week afStamboul, La.. Oct. 18.—Brutus
estness
of Mr. Willson's address was
Burley leurmerte P.
lans
Jackson, one of the president's huntter the patient has been completely
his
introduction
by Judge CIL W. MilOwingsvilir, Ky.. Oct. 18.—(Spe
ers, who arrived here at noon from
restored to health, in order to make
cial.)--Farmers of the burley district liken, a former Democratic congressBear Lake, brings the report that. a
certain that every quick recovery may
will try to reach an agreement not to'matt for two terms and cottmonbear was started yesterday in the
be also a lasting one.
raise any -tobacco next year, unless a wealth's attorney, who renounced the
eanebrake near the camp, but that it
pooling arrangement es made before latter-day Democracy when it supescaped by swimming ecrpss
the hand.
Iported Bryan.
- was a just claim and affirmed the
lake. The president did not get a
The tall, erect veteran of eighty- judgment.
view of it, but he took the trail early
—When you build houses or apart- two years told the Democrats about
"Mr. Chinn, the el, rk of the court
this morning in the hope of seeing •nu:nts, pay
its much attention to the hint how evil days had fallen upon
of appeals, does not claim that it
the animal today. The lack of sue- advertising, plans
as you do to the their party and how the condition
was not a just claim, but if he did the
is
•
fact that archltete's plans.
'should be remedied.
decision oethe court settles the matIn clear, clarion tones, which rang
ter even for the court's clerk.
through the crowded court room, he
"Therefore it is settled that it is
shouted to the Democrats: "We're a
jast claim, anti even Congressman
ie:)ing to beat you, and when we have
Stanley must agree that it does uot
seaten you, we're going to organise,"
show a lawyer to be incompetent or
:Ind then turtling to Mr. Venison, he
unjust to recover a just claim in the
ehouted. "We're going to beat them."
courts against anybod).
Like magic the sentiment so ex"But suppose the courts bad depsessed found response among the
cided that it was not valid when I
several hundred Democrats preseut
thought it was, does any man who
and applause rent the air. Continuglories In our law that protects the
ing, Judge Milliken said with great
just rights of all and requires due
.arnestness. "I feel it my duty as Ii
process of law, believe that the peoeand upon the brink of the hereafter ple
wish all lawyers to be cowards
tell you what your gewerument and
boycott every party Heed in court
now is and whot you should do to
end deprive any party of a fair trial
remedy it. If you don't soon begin
in any case or any court?"
lou'll have no government at all.
"I've heard the rumbling le other
eates and I know what it portends
have an, utter contempt for the
Democratic organization as it exists
in Kentucky today. They have assumed to tell you from Frankfort 'I
am a Democrat and you must vote for ILLINOIS GRAND LODGE HOLDS
ELECTION OF OFFICERS.
In buying clothes you can't judge by the price alone. Fifteen dollar
"If you ask any of them why they
are Democrats, the only answer you
suits are mighty common about town, but suits at $15 with the style
will get Ise am a Democrat.' Thank
Chicago, Men t'arry Off Honors—
and good making chaarcteristic of these garments are mighty hard to
God, I'm a free man, and can east m'y
Large Sum Donated to Memo.
vote for men who say why they are
find.
You can't help but find a pattern or style that will strike you
rial Fund.
what they say they are. Has a free
just right, you can't help but acknowledge the ‘uperiority of the
Kentuckian, a Democrat, any rights
under the state ring?'
tailoring when the proof of the clothes themselves confronts yoa.
Judge lefiliken said that he was not
Moline, Ill.. Oct. 18.—A lively fight
en alarmist, but had watched closely developed this afternoon at the anrecent political developments in the nual meeting of the Knights of
state. The only hope of salvation for Pythias grand lodge over the office
the Democratic parry, he believed of grand outer guard. The victorious
was in the overthrow of the state candidate was Joseph M. Onto of Chiring. After that had been accomp- cago, who received 455 votes. The
lished, he urged the reorganization of other candidatet were P. A. Hines
Same way in Overcoits. There's a noticeably stylish swing to cur
the Democratic forces, and indicated and Edward Tustin, of Chicago, the
that he would again become a Dem- former receiving SG votes and the
new "Addison"—a jaunty semi-form fittifg garment made up in gray
latter 26. The other officers elected
ocrat of the °kit fashioned kind and
cassimere
sock honestly and fairly against the were:
, black Thibet and unfinished 'worsted, handsomely lined,
Past Grand Chancellor—L. D. Gass,
Republican party.
Danville.
perfectly tailored. You'll certainly like the "Addison." It costs $15.
Hager's Letter.
Gland Chancellor—Louis C. Hay,
Mn. Willson called attention to a Bloomington.
letter from Judge Hager to the Rev
Grand
Pre:ate—Albert Watson,
James E. M
,
vice presideut Mount Verno.Clthi,
of the Anti-Saloon League of SimpGrind Keper of Records and Seals
son county, in which the Democratic --H. P. Caldwell, Chicago.
Grand Master of Exchequer—M. F.
candidate for governor denied that he
had, said in his Maysville speech, ar Dune, Mount Vernon.
Grand Master of Arms—J. 13.
reported: "I am a Demo-.rat, and if
\
the Demockettic party is for whisky. Vaughn. Carlinville.
i am for it; and if it is against whisky MurphyGrand ._ Inner Guard—C. L. Ritter,
ooro
I ern against it."
po e
Grand Outer Guard—Joseph M.
Mr. Willson then read another
Chicago.
Omo,
paragraph of the letter, which ran:
Graad Trustees—Robert F. Leon"If a majority of, the voters of the
aril. Chicago: W. D. Hadfield, Peoria;
county should be registered at the
W. A. Alexander. Carlinville.
polls for or against the sale of liquor
WE CARRY
UNION STORE CARD
Supreme Representatives—J. H.
the minority must yield to the exBarkley, Springfield; J. J. Brown.
pressed wishes of the majority," and Vandalla;
W G Edens. Chicago; .1.
asked his audience to differentiate G. Whiting, Chicago;
Frank C. Smith,
between' the two expressions.
Chicago.
o design a suit of clothes that would resist a
"Mr. Hager," said M.' Willson 'The convention donated $352 to
boy's rough usage and still look well in the
"after denying that he had said what the mentomal fund to build a mono
was reported of him, proceeds to say meet In Chicago over the grave of
restful and dressy hours of evening—that was the
l
1
in
his letter practically the same the late supreme representaftee, En- IM expense in attending the meeting icit half; Cave, right halt; Harth church has made a deiaratiou In
problem confronting us until our Combination
thing which he denied having said."
gene C. Race. Also $2,040-was given of the supreme- lodge to be held, in center.
referenc_e to the "open pulpit," In
Snit was created. It has satisfactorily answered
i
Then Mr. Willson explained the Re the nnform
rank of Illinois to cover Boston in 1908.
which it Is provided that only licensed
all our requirements. Each suit has two pairs of
TAKES STAND ON "OPEN PULPIT"
publican platform and his own attiminter. of the church shall be altilde on the, temperance issue, and
trousers—one regular, the other Knickerbocker—
C. le DREE-SE, M. D.
lowed to officiate therein, but chrisagain went into detail in establishing
Triennial Convention Says W'ho May tian
iedncing the amount of wear in each and extendpersons may be allowed to aethe insincerity of the ring candidates Specialist In Throat and Uri; TrouSpeak en Episcopal l'itnrcheit.
4iver addreseee when approved by the
ing the life of the suit.
• in this connection, and again shatterEndorses
bee
Vinol.
bishop. A resolution was submitted
'rd the professions of the self-styled
Richmond, Va.. Oct. 18.—The'recommending that the triennial cotWe have had them made in various fabrics—
temperance apostles who were preach
house or deputies at the triennial con- vention In 1910 be held in CincinHe writes: "In cases where the
cheviots, tweeds, cassimeres and worsteds—and in
lug the temperance faith'in the coon- curative Influence of cod liver oil is WILL PLAY HIGH SCHOOL HERE vention of the Protestant Episcopal nati.
TOMORROW
.
attractive patterns, such as plaids, stripes and
try and shunning the city like a pestl- needed. I prescribe Vino], whi9h
I
lent*, because there their candidates find to be far more palatable
mixed goods. They are intended for boys from 6
and ern'are for whisky and open saloons.
cncious than either cod liver prepareto 16 years of age, and fit perfectly.
' More severe criticism was directed tions. I am convinced from my own Teams Well Nliticheti ks to Weight
at congressman Stanley for his mix- experience and from a knowledge of
The suits have been divided into two classes,
and Good Game Is Expected—
'representation of Mr. Willsone con- the nature of Vinne that it is a
Line-Up.
$5.00 and $6 50: We can think of nothing nicer
'i nection with the American Tobacco worthy cod liver preparation in which
for boys—nothing more economical.
company,
a
m dp.hysician may have every confiTobacco owe.
dence." C. L. Dreese, M. D., Goshen,
If you are down town tomorrow oblige us and
1 In this connection
Paducah High school against HopMr. Willson
may look bright and prosperous—but a "calm always
yourselves by looking at these lines. They are
'said:
Such testimony furnishes further kinsville high school is ene program
precedes
a storm." Prepare for the storm in your
i "The tobacco echpany
enthusiprogressive in all that the word implies, and the
arranged
gridiron
to excite
loaded a car evidence to the people of Paducah
life—for the time when you will need money—there
of tobacco in Louisville to ship to that our delicious cod liver prepare- asts tomorrow afternoon at Wallace
assortment is unusually attractive.
Chicago. It was berned by accident tion. Vinol, does all we claim for It paste
Tickets were teased on sale
is only one way to do it—save, and you will be sure
while standing on the tracks in LouisAs a body builder and strength- last night.
Ask for the
of the future.
vine, and the company asked
the creator for old people, delicate chitThe HopkInsville team will arrive
Start today—a dollar will do it.
railroad to pay for it, and the rail- dren, weak, run-down persons, after Saturday morning.at 9:30 • o'clock.
Dudley Oombinatron Suits
road refused and the company had sickness, and
We pay 4 per cent interest on all savings acfor chronic coughs and the game will be called at
Jot boys at $5.
to sue the railroad. Mr. Gibson had colds, bronchitis, and all throat and o'clock in the afternoon. An admis
counts if left with us six months or longer.
been for many years the lawyer for lung troubles, 'Mei is unexcelled. pion fee of 25 cents will btecharged
Boys' Garrett furnishings
the railroad, and could not represent This is because Vinol is made by a and the game promises to draw well
and smart hats.
Imth, and turned the case over to scientific, extractive and concentrat- Hopktneville players are said to b.
me.
ing process from fresh cod's livers about equal in weight to the Padu"I believed it was a good claim tombining with peptonate of iron all cah High school team, and are well
and sued the railroad. and Emmett the medicinal, healing, body-building up in the scientific pert of the sport
Field, circuit judge, decided that the t elements of cod liver oil, but no oil
Paducah'seine-up is announced a,
.!atm was just and ordered the jury' We ask the people of Paducah to follows: Reeder, right end; Wtnielni
T
30•15.
to find a verdict for the plaintiff, and try Vino] on our offer to return their left end; Burton, left tackle:
ME..t45
Randle
a"MVO BROADWAr
;hey did. The railroad appealed to money if It falls to give satisfaction right tackle; Rock, left guard; MenESTABLISHED 1868
i lie court of appeals, and the court of W. B. McPherson, Druggist; Paducah ard.,ital—suard; Tucker, quartet
appeals of Kentucky decided' that it Ky.
back; Luftenberg, fall back s
• Elliott
_

1 THE SATISFIED ONES

RP-

"Comebacks," so to speak, those who buy and buy
THEagain,
it is they upon whom every merchant must rely

if he would attain success in its most lasting and undying
form. It's the satisfied ones who have made us successful.
For our patrons this fall we have a great line of domestic'
and foreign worsteds, cassimeres, tweeds and cheviots, comprising all the newest and most desirable colorings.
.•

I. OF P.

$15.00 Suits

$15.00 Overcoats

We_Call Your
to Our Window Display
_ Attention
_
_

;30,90yeap

U. G.GUL4. LETT & CO.
312 Broa
rnds dway.
-me

BOYS' COMBINATION SUITS

T

HOPKINSVILLE

YOUR FUTURE

ilechanics and
Farmers Savings Bank
219 Broadway

Tit IV,

.1..eority of the Democrats in

titMV UV CUMBERLAND.

to sireure any more detinite electrum- lieutucky.
Vabucab, Sun.Aeon
Certainly the reversal in Louleviele tech
about its proceedings.

t I Micers and Close Reunion
With Elegant Banquet.
If It* details had been sufficiently wiii amount to 10.000 votes, and that
comp:ete to eves jaotify. the suspicion leaves about 17,000 to be overcome
Ca.
TtlE SUN PUBLISHINO
Chattanooga, Tenn., Oct. 18.- At
that they were acquired from any In other parts of the state.
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JUST A WORD

This will be a great Overcoat season for the Winter will be a longer
one than usual, so say the wise heads,
and prosperity is here in "bunches.
We're loaded for the rush, for
we've a much larger stock than usual,
and are showing every wanted style,
cut and fabric.
We've Overcoats of all grades--in with moderate
for instance, we
or $15, and
$12.50
priced Coats at $10,
ascend by easy steps up to expensive
and luxurious affairs at $18.50, $20.00
or $25.00.
Then we insure you complete satisfaction by saying--"Money back, if you want it."
Guess somebody must have been telling how good our
Overcoats are, for we never sold so many Overcoats as we are
now selling. Come and learn the reason why!
_

The Clothing Store That Carries the
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Specials for Saturday

Great Pacific

CITIZENS' SAVINGS BANK

GREAT PACIFIC TEA

•

COFFEE CO.

1
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ingrain Varpeto Sreatlq Reduced
Twenty pieces of three grades of Ingrain Carpet, price 41
for less than we can buy them from the manufacturer Lod

'&wig, miss Mamie Dre)tuba, Mews
Rd he IA Scott, Robert Scot:. Slay.:1
-Mail. Emmet Bagby and Mi. MellonMIss Newell gave a piano number from Mozart.
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IN TH COURTS IF.
evar 4rvartar•rot

Dr. P. H. Stewart has returned
front attending the state medical soDeeds Filed.
ciety at Louisville.
Jennie V. Lovelace to John C. DiDurham,
of South Third mukes, property on La Belle avenu,
Mrs. Mary
street, Is visiting in Earlington.
$1,000.
Mrs. L. P. Holland has returned C. E. Ellenwood to Georgia Ellenfrom bookout Mountain, Tenn.
wood, property in the county, $1 and
Mr. Lee Arnold yesterday returned
other considerations.
to his hoene in Mound City, ill., hay%I. E. Goodman, to Celia and Civil
I,,.'brought here for burial his wife,'
erine
M. Englert, property at Fifth
who died of burns received at their
$4,000.
home there. His little child will re- and Washington streets,
John W. Little et al to Nancy Gray,
main here to reside with its uncle.
property in Littleville, $700,
Policeman Peter E:ch.

Children's Hour at Library.
There will be 'Children's Hour" at
the Carnegie library tomorrow afternoon at. 4 o'clock. Mrs. Kate Stuart
will entertain the children with "A
Trip to Scotland." A cordial invitetion is extended to all children to be
present.

Keep Warm
And Avoid Bad Colds and other
sickness by poorly heated homes.

This is a True
Soot and Gas
Burner.

Invitations to Holland-Province Wedding rUld Reception.
Mr. and Mrs. Eli G. Boone, 308
regular
Carpet,
Five pieces best All Wool Fitting
South Sixth street, leaned invitations
Judge Edward II. Puryear wenIt to
price ti0c, foe.
In Circuit Court.
today to the reception to be given in Murray this morning on important
Doyle A. Wright against John A.
honor of the wedding of their niece, legal buelness.
He will return toFive pieces best Quarter Wool Union Carpet, regular
Wright, for divorce. They were marMiss Nell Holland. to Mr. Paul Prov- night.
price 40e, for. ...... ..... ...... . . .... .......... ......... ........32c
We say and guarantee
ince, on the evening of October 30.
Dr. H. G. Reynolds has returned ried August 22, 1874, and separated
Bring your room measure with you. No extra charge to
that no soot will be in
The reception will be from 9 until 11 from Svnithland.
October 1, 1907. She alleged drunkcut and match.
o'clock.
Mr. W. A. Page, of Barlow, was in enness and the wasting of his estate
the stove or pipe after
Sale starts Monday and continues until all are sold.
The marriage will be solemnised at the city this morning.
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8:30 o'clock. Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Hurdy, of BanIn Police Court.
work.
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Coleman White, colored, was flri,
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$100 and costs and given ao days
town were limited to Miss Holland's
Mr. J. D. Rowlett, of Murray, was jail this morning by Police Judge I
ington streets last evening between 6 and Mr. Province's especial .friends in the city last night en route home A. Cross for being drunk and d
and 7 o'clock, and Nos. 1 and 4 com- among the girls and young men and ftom Louisville, where he attended orderly. White yesterday insulted
the relatives of the two families.
the grand lodge of Kentucky Masons Mr. Will Bradley. the coal deiler,•at
panies answered.
are
as a representative of the Murray hie office on Madison street. WILT'
examitiations
following
-The
grew enraged and drew out a knit.
ordered for this district by the C. 5 Some Phases of Greek Sculpture at lodge.
Art Meeting.
Fireman
Mr. J. D. Baskette, of Barlow, was making several passes at Mr. Bradli
civil service
The knife slit his vest and stru,
The art department of the Wo- in the city last night.
bureau of standards, November 13
Our line is complete in
Mr. Bradley struck ,
man's
club.
Mies
Webb
chairman,
will
The
Calvin
NoRev.
M.
sloser),
Thompson
will watch.
and blacksmith (horse
-Earthquake.
sizes, finishes, designs,
meet tomorrow morning at 10 o'clock( i return from Pewee Valley tomorrow once with a whip, after he had U..
vember 20.
-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
attacked.
quality and price.
at
the
club
building.
The
themes afternoon and will preach at the
-Large, fat and fine Bananas at
-Dr. Boyer residence phone 464;
Other cases: J. W. Williams and
for discusion are:
Our Prices range from
Baptist
church
Sunday.
Biederman's.
office 176.
1. Transitional Period of Greek Sculp
Miss Nellie Barry returned form Mrs. J. W. Williams, breach of pea(
No.
2,
Camp
Olive
-Members
of
osteopath,
4001
/
2
-Dr. Gilbert,
lure-Miss Bloomfield.
Fulton this morning after a visit to dismissed; Ed Jones, colored, ne
W. 0. W., are requested to meet at
Broadway. Phone 196.
2. Work of Myron-Miss Belle Cave. 3diss Carr. She had also been visit- support of child. dismissed; Bud Ds
9:30
at
morning
Saturday
hall
the
son, colored, breach of peace, (i
--Earthquake Carpet Cleaner.
3. The Marbles of the Temple of Zeus ing in Clinton.
o'clock to attend the funeral of 13r0
missed; Henry Dickerson, ci ,
-Farley & Fisher, veterinarls.ns,
and
Olympia
Mrs.
Charles
Mr. H. H. Loving went to NortonJohn A. Friaut. All Woodmen are
breach of peace, 820 and costs.
Emery.
427 S. Third. Old phone 1345; new
ville this morning on business.
invited to attend, J. F. Roark, C. C., 4.
ris Dunlap, colored, fugitive fro
The Great Age of Greek Sculpture
phone 351.
Attorney Charles K. Wheeler went
M. Steinfeld, clerk.
justice, turned over to Sietropol.,
-Age of Pericles-Miss Blanche to Eddsville this morning on
-We have just received another
Busi- officers.
Hills.
lot of those beautiful White Wax Deness.
5.
Works
of
Phidias-Athene-3drs.
Broadway.
signs. Brunson's, 529
Mr. S. A. Fowler went to Oaks staR. T. Lightfoot.
COULDN'T GET ItELIGION
--Best and cheapest. we rent bugtion this morning on business.
6. The Marbles of the ParthenonSO HE HANGED HIMSELF.
Incorporated.
tree, carriages and horses separately.
Mrs. Richard Tolbert has gone to
Miss Marjorie Scott.
Both phones 100. Copeland's stable,
San Antonio, tex., for her health.
Hopkinsville, Ky., Oct. IS. (Spe
Commonwealth Attorney John G
Supt. J. J. Gaven and Supervises
419 Jefferson street.
Caldwell-Thomas.
Lovett returned to Benton this morn- cial.1-William Morse. a 16-year-old
--Earthquake Carpet Cleaner. You G. M. Hubbard, of the Tennessee di
A pretty home wedding was that of ing after a business trip to the city. negro. hangttd himself, because he
-We give you better carriage and vision of the Illinois Central, arrived
FORS LE -Roil top desk with
meeting
of
attend
a
morning
to
;this
Addle Caldwell and Mr. Luther
Mr. Joseph Roth went to Louis- was untable to get religion at a re.
than
Miss
money
the
chair. Apply at this office.
better service for
Illinois Thomas, which took place tato night ville today to attend the funeral of Nivel here.
is given by any transfer company in !the board of directors of the
BOY WANTED--Goodboy 14
hospital.
at the residence of the bride's cousin, his great aunt. Mrs. Mary Duerr
America. Fine carisages for special ;Central
)ears of age or over, as messenger.
Mr. W. McCabe, formerly chief dlle Mr. Andrew Nichols' 1219 Trimble who died there yesterday.
The Brownsville Affair.
Western Union Telegraph company.
occasions on short notice; also elepatcher of the Paducah district of the street. The Rev. G. W. Banks, of the
Washington, D. C., Oct. 18.-The
Mr. and Mrs. William Tipping and
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer CP. Illinois Central, Is in the city on blase
- FOR RENT-Nine room house, 90
Trimble Street Methodist church, per- daughter. Ramona. have returned blame for the shooting in Brownsville,
lot, 414 South Tenth. Moder).
don't have to pull your carpet trot nese. He has been in the west nearly formed the
foot
'Tex.,
Met
year,
which resulted in the
ceremony. Only the fent- from a visit to relatives at Woodville
Subscribers troweling want ads Is conveniences.' J. A. Rudy.
off the floor to clean them, at Blederyear..
ily and a it:tilted number of intimate
Dr. J. G. -Brooks. rteurned last killing of one man, the maiming of
Sun will kindly remember that
man's.
WANTED-50 loads of dirt at 31
Superintendent A. H. Egan, Road- friends were present.
sight from Louisville, where he has another, the dismissal from the army The
all such items are to he paid for cents per load. See David Rittoff.
--City subscribers to the Daily master A. F. Blaess and Conductor
They are popular young people, been attenfiing the meeting of the "without honor" of a whole battalion
the
rule
apis
Sun who wish the delivery of their John Wheedon, of the Louisville di- The bride is an attractive young wo- State Medical association.
of negro soldiers and the institption "hen (he
Old phone 1739-r.
plying to every one without exceppapers stopped must notify our col- vision of the Illinois Central, are in man who recently has made her home
.
. 622 Jefferson
- FOR RENT-No
Mr. Clay G. Beals, was in the city of one of the warmest political fights Goa.
lectors or make the requests direct the city today to attend a meeting of with Mr. and Mrs. Nichols. Mr. today en route to his homs at Murray in recent history, haa been definitely
street, 7 rooms, modern conveniences.
FOR KINDLING wood ring 2361. Apply to Wm. Hughes, Paducah
placed upon Company B of the TwenThomas Is employed in the Illinois for a few days' vacation.
to The Sun office. No attention will the hospital board of directors.
MiTCHELLS for high-grade bicy- Banking Co.
Central railroad and is a capable
be paid to suet orders when given
Mr. E. P. Phillips was in the city ty-fifth infantry, according to the annual report of Brig.-Gen. William cles, 326-325 South Third street.
young
man.
The
couple
will
make
Two
Publishing
Co.
Balloons
Alteend.
this
morning
en
his
home
at
route to
A WIDOW wishes a position as
to carriers. Sun
their home with the groom's father, Murray from Louisville, where he at- Crozier, chief of ordnance of the
HOUSEHOLD goods for sale cheap housekeeper or companion. Reason---Grapes, Grapes, Grapes, at Bin
St. Louis. Oct. 18.-Two balloonarmy, made public today at the war Apply 11.0 Farley street.
able for a good home. Address 14..
ing teams that are to compete in the Mr. J. M. Thomas, 835 North Sev- tended the grand lodge of Masons.
derman's.
department.
enth street.
wedding
Mr.
Norton
Anderson,
a
former
international
FOR heating and stovewood ring care Sun.
orders
for
races
for
the
James
-Place your
437 F. Levin.
Paducahan, now living in Platte City
FOR BIT:s7I'-, Fine farm about
Invitations at home. The Sun is Gordon Bennett cup nett Monday,
Commercial Aerograms.
Ealosophic Club.
Missouri, will arrive Tuesday to visit
FOR RENT-Apartment in 603 miles from city. Good house and MU
s showing as great an assortment as ascended today in smaller balloons
Sydney,
N.
S..
Oct.
The
18.-CoinmerKalosophit stub met this morn his brother, Mr. William T. Anderand with the expectation of staying
real aerograms. traversing the Atlan- North Sixth street. George Rawleigh. buildings. Apply to 309 Broadway. T.
you will find anywhere, at prices
up all night, to test ballooning cond.- Ing with Mrs. David M. Flournoy In son, In Arcadia.
have
to
tic ocean at a speed of miilions of 'LET NED Pullen haul your trunks E. Lydon.
will
you
than
much lower
Arcadia. The "Heroic Age of Greece"
dons in the darkness.
Mrs. Lucy Robiou Ford has return- miles a second,
LOST-On Kentucky avenue, Broad
became an established and baggage. Phone 921.
pay elsewhere.
Aeronauts J. C. McCoy and Capt. was discussed in a number of very ed from Virginia where she spent the fact
wav or Jefferson, an old point lace
at
2
o.'clock
this
afternoon,
delightful
when
papers.
•
ROOMS for rent, 408 Washington. handkerchief
-Delaware and Niagara Grapes at Charles de F. Chandler, who will man
summer with relatives.
valued as an heirloom.
the Marconi Wireless Telegraph comBiederman's.
Old phone 2500.
the America in the races, ascended at
Mr. W. T. Threlkeld, of Smithland pany began sending
please return to this office sod
'Finder
trans-Atlantic
Woman's
Club.
del!,
pots
m.,
Flower
pots!
4:10
p.
in
United.
States
-Flower
the
signal
FOR RENT-4 room fiat. Third receive reward.
is in the city today.
n1esea-7,es at the rate of 10 cents a
The Woman's club met In businees
ered. M. J. Yopp Seed Co. 124 South corps balloon No. 10, and drifted off
and Tennesee. .Phone 222.
Mr. and Mrs. G. C. Davis went to word from Glace bay.
WANTED-One hundred (100)
I
session
yesterday afternoon at 2
in a northerly direction. Two hours
Second street. Both phones 477.
Princeton at noon to visit relatives
FOR Dist
WOOD, old
phone loads of scrap Iron at 50 cents per
-Loose Leaf Style in kodak and later A. R. Hawley and Augustus o'clock at the club house 608 KenMrs. Perry O'Bannon went to Arl2361.
Killed His Wife.
'100 pounds. See David Rittoff. Old
post-card albums. Something entire- Post, pilot and aide respectively, of tucky avenue. Routine business was ington today to visit relatives.
Carmi, Ill., Oct. 18.- D. T. • 5()0 d eLlO
phone 17
rT
.
chiefly
20
d
3.
for
n
es:
wood
dry
stove
considered.
i
vA
e
r
D
y5
t
h
The
following
the balloon St. Louis. made a "flight
ly new at R. D. Clements & Co.
Mrs. Nellie Kuhn left at noon for Vaughan was held by the White quick
new members were elected: Active
-The house formerly
FOR RENT-The
-That fine. pure Maple Sugar and In the Stevens No. 21. taking the
Princeton to visit friends.
county grand Jury today for the murRiverside occupied as a barber shop on South
WANTED-Porter
at
Maple Syrup has arrlied at Bieder- same general direction as McCoy and members-Mrs. H. Koeges. Mrs ElizaMiss Louise Cowley, who has been der of his wife. The woman had rebeth Teesdale. Mrs. Harry Tandy,
Chandler.
hospital. Must have good references. Seventh street. opposite court house.
man's.
visiting Mrs. Jon Ferrell, of North fused to give Vaughan money with
Mrs.
Enquire next door.
Elizabeth
Austin,
Mrs.
William
Both
the
government
balloon and
-Mr. H. C. Hollins has left the
acres, sFARM- FOR SALE--70
Tenth street, left at noon today for which to purchase whisky and he
FOR RENT-Modern nine-room
city for a few months, and I have ac- Stevens No. 21 are small, compared Humphrey. Non-resident members- her home at Dayton, Ohio.
M.1
road,
school.
J.
public
gravel
killed leer. it is alleged.
Mrs. G. W. Warneken and Mrs. Anne
;brick house, bath, steam heat, gas
quired an interest in has business and with the cup contenders, but the aeroClarke, 1309 Jefferson street.
Valle)
Lassiter,
Mr.
Oce
of
Water
and electric fixtures. Apply within,
obeli look after it for him. Any in- nauts figured that almost idea. Berryman, of Clarksville, Tenn.
NICKELLS' best hand
An open meeting under the au- was in the city today.
337 North Sevall, correr Seventh
formation with reference to any weather conditions wou:d enable
sewed, oak ruled half soles in city for
Mr. Clem Whittetnore went to Lots,
and Madison.
branch of it will receive prompt at- them to remain in the air until day- spices of the MUSIC department, Miss
Washington.
l
and
durability.
Fourth
meetpresent
at
a
today
to
be
Newell
Isville
chairman, followed the busitention if you will call up The Sun break. It was announced that there
FOR SALE-4 have several desirmanagers of the DemFOR SALE- Cheap. one pair of able lots on Kentucky aven for sale
office. Both phones 358. E. J. Pax- would be no attempt at a race, the ness meeting. An attracalve program ing of the state
contracting old and new ballads, was ocratic campaign.
mules, one pair horses. Call old phone on reasonable terms. I also have
flight being entirely experimental.
ton.
a
delightfully featured by Mrs. Lela
Mrs. T. Fitzpatrick, of 1145 Broad21s1-a,
-Twenty-five cents for a nice
!farm of 127 acres 10 miles from the
a
six
weeks'
way,
returned
from
has
STORAGE
RAGE ROOM for rent. Barks- (soy. Will sell at a bargain. See me
basket of Grapes at Biederman's.
Beating Traction ('ompany.
trip to New York Philadelphia, Chidale Bros. Co. Old phone 1251 r. New i at 119 South Fourth. J. P. Holt.
-The Ingleside Rebecca Lodge is
Subterfuges to gain had fare prive
cago and other cities, concluding with
phone 1260.
going to give a gypsy social next legee for jnvenile friends are being
1
LOST-0171 -Ttlack leather pocketadult to.Iser--scus,_ who_ _is -attending
Monday slight at the Woodmen's hall worked on school officials and offi--SITAMPOOTNG, halicTfessIng. ecaTri book containing notes and about el
Kankakee,
Ill.
college at
on Fourth street. Everybody invited. cials of the traction company, but the
treating. hair dyeing and manicuring,:in currency. Lost between Kentucky
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Leech. of
discovery of the tricks made this
Mattie Dawson. Old phone 2068.
No admission charged.
;theater and Rowlandtown. Return
Princeton, are at the Palmer House
-Some one maliciously turned In morning by Saperintedent John A.
PHONE 921 for freight, light tnov- to this office and receive reward.
today.
estire alarm from Seventh and Wash- Carnagey will doubtless put a step to
lug and general hauling of all kinds
CLEANING AND PRESSING wee.Mrs. Annie Hahnis visiting in Maythe practice. "Fesser, I lost my
Ned Pullen.
guaranteed.
ly done. Satisfaction
field this week.
card," declared a red-faced boy se v-1
-ORDER your dry stove wood. loose Work called for and delivered. One
Mrs. J. H. Duncan, of South Third
eral days ago. His "card" was one,
and bundled kindling from Johnston- trial is all I ask. James Duffy,- South
street, is quite ill with malarial fever.
identifying him as a school child, and ,
Denker Coal Co. Both phones 203.
Mrs. William Craig. of Benton, is
Ninth street, near Broadway. Phone
entitling him to ride for halt rare be-i
visiting
R.
Mrs.
J.
Willson,
of
FOR RENT- Nice front roont 462-a.
Eighth
tween 7 a. m. and 6 p. m. An order
and Harrison.
bath, etc., with or without board
Ten full size
was issued from the traction company
FOR SALE CHEAP- Desirable
626 Kentucky avenue.
packages of
headquarters to conductors to take
property on South Fourth. Three
Tobacco ('rep Exhausted.
WANTED-Tao young ladies, one
up the card when presented, and tohouses. numbers 427, 431 and 435.
Clarksville. Trnn., Oct. 18.-Only
lto play piano and the other to sing between Clark and Adams streets.
day it was discovered in possession
twenty-one
hogsheads
of
tobacco
are
for
moving picture show. Apply to
of the original holder. The boy had
Write to Mrs. C. A. Brenner, Herrin.
in the association warehouses in
313 Broadway.
the card all the time, and was trying
III. Box 306, or inquire at Joe BrenClarksville, sixteen of which were deto get a duplicate that he might give
WE ARE NOW in a position to ner's shoe shop, 126 1-2 Kentucky
Of recent seasons the
livered last week from the country.
It to a friend.
serve
any and all kinds of sandwiches avenue, for full particulars.
fancy vest has won a chile and
This virtually exhausts the crop of
This is the Amortreseet.
hot tamales, 111 1-2 South
NIGHT SCHOOL--First month's
last
year, which has been sold and the,
School time means
well
ir.
the
fixed
place
Sanitol Tooth Powder . 2Se
Boiler
Explodes.
Third.
tuition free if you clip and mall or
larger portion of same shipped from
. 25e
Sanitol Face Cream
Crowley, La., Oct. 18.-The boiler
. 284
overcoat time.
&mita! Tooth Paste
c'ressed man's v.ardFOR SALE - Colffectionery stock present this notice within the next
this market. Everything is being putt
Sanded Toilet Powder . 28e
of a threshing machine engine ex28e
snd fixtures. Good location. Will five days to Draughon's Practical
in readiness for the early handling of
Sanitol Liquid Antiairedkt
robe. Most men have sell cheap if sold before October 18. Business College (incorporated)
ploded on the farm of Charles efte
They say "Nature fits the present crop, and with a heavy
Saimaa Bath Powder . 25e
. 35c
Simko! Tooth Brush
tin, three miles east of Iola, injurin_
314 Se
Old
Broadway, Paducah.
26e
.
Simko' Shirring Crime
all her children," but demand for it, if seasons are favor- several. We arc show- Address A., care Sun.
three white men an.d two negroes
SanitolVoihet-Elit•Soap „ 25e
phinte 1755 asking for particulars of
able,
may
be
expected
it
that
the
Powder
_2U
Face
LADIES-Our catalogue explains
Sanitol
ing a number of new
both fatally. One of the negroes; when it comes to boys'
this remarkable offer. If-you desire,
$2.70
prizers AVM have early deliveries and
Regular retail price
hew we teach hairdressing, manicurdied St 4 o'clock this morning. The
quit
at end of month, owing nothing.
color
efrich
fashions
in
sales.
therefore
early
The
crop of
ing, facial massage, etc., In a few
clothes we can help her
If you will esti St oar store today we will tell pee
engine is a total wreck. The explo- 1
or continue at' special rata---14 a
boa to 'mil yourself of the United Creepeer's gra
1907
nearly
all
cut
was
and
housed
weeks,
College.
St
mailed
free,
Moler
prepayable
sion threw sparks of fire 'into the rice
introductory odor of ten standard toilet
month.
out with good strong In good condition, very little, if any, fects not heretofore atLouis, Mo.
hrc tbe usual price of four.
stacks, which were almost consumed.
including
a
numSITUATION OFFERED 15) firsttained,
having
been
frosted.
The
weather
cloth and comfortable
FRANK JONES--The musician add
has been favorable for cutting, and
class harness makers, 1 gig saddle
barber,
patterns.
is
now
Morton,
with Avant &
Pompadour Girls Victorg.
ber of blanket
garments.
the color obtained In most sections all
maker, familiar with the making of
404 Broadway, and would be pleased
Pittsburg, Pa., Oct. 18.-Many of
that could be wished.
vests
forget
these
all styles of saddles and who can
Don't
to see all his old customers. For muA special showing this
We have all these prepa- the forty girls who were discharged
take charge of the saddle room; 1
are well made. Prices sic call old phone 991-a.
last week and the weekThefore for
Shot
at
I firstschool
Ho
Moocher.
first-class harness cutter;
week
of
suits
rations in stock a n d
wearing pompadours have been reinLOST--Lady's black purse. with class riding saddle maker for stock
St. Louis, Mo., Oct. 1.8.-Incensed
from
$1
50
all
the
way
brass trimming, on Husbands road saddles. Steady employment guaranknow them to he a( ex- stated, and they are wearing pompa- the kind that will be a because a man struck him after he to
$12.50.
dours, too. It is openly asserted by
between Tyler and Overkamp schoel teed to sober, steady workers. None
had
credit
to
all
money,
William
'round,
to
refused
him
cellent quality.
some of the leading spirits that if the
house.' Return to Sun office fOr re- but good men need apply. Write at
Ilockdelberg, 35 years old, messenger
the boys, the parents for
store managements insist on dictatCome in and look
ward.
the Western Union Telegraph
once. Southern Saddlery Co., Chating whether the girls shall wear pomp
and to our store.
LOST---On Ohio atreet between tanooga, Tenn.
company, shot and killed an unidentthem
over.
adours or not there will he a general
Eighth and Third streets.. one leather
ified man early this morning.
strike of salesgirls in the city.
razor case with 4 razors, 2 pair shears
Vincennes, Oct. 18---Oscar Lances.
Finder return to J. P. Snead. 803 ter, who has charge of the naval reyou
reed the MIS. regularly
Substitute articles pay larger profit'
South Third. Barber.
cruiting station here, was put on the
There why the dealer tries to change
..••••• •• •••••
you do not suffer front the "tenee."
•
4
pressed, local rock pile bere,liday to work
CI.OTIIES ekeaned and
your mind,, When your mind is made
One vrteese mind is alert through ana!All work guaratiteed. Solomon, The out a fine' for creating a distcirbanee
up, keep it se by insisting on getting
nrugglasksa
"Taller, 115 South Third street. Phone wh[le intoxicated. The naval office ,
lyzing "opportunititer: never worries
what
want.
gun
,Accept
po
aubsti.
Filth iii 8r.ad, Om.Nur hut
11016-a.
is closed.
•
over-much.
•
_.
tate%
ao
A A,
Ten pieces best quality of All Wool Ingrain
Carpet, regular price 65c, for

60C

48c

A

I

1
1

SI 25 to $75.00

Don't fail 2 C the Best Line

GEO. 0. HART & SONS CO.
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Exclusiveness and Distinction Mark Our

PACKED GALLERY °LYDIA PINKHAM'S
VEGETABLE
GREATLY FEARED COMPOUND

•

Clothing and Furnishings

•
Republican National Commit1

Your first visit'to our store and a glance in our windows attest a fact now well known to Paducah people

tee Will Avoid it

New York, Ohio and Indiana Cities
Are Thee Barred From Consideration.

CHICAGO, ST. L01.111

Exclusive Patterns in Browns, Blues,
Grays, Olives and All Fancy Mixtures
From $10.00 to $45.00.

N

•

Washington, D. C., Oct. 18.—
There is said to be a strong feeling in
the national Republican committee
that no city shoutil he selected for
the next convention in which there is
any likelihood of a gallery being used
the
O either to further or to defeat
• nomination of any particular candiWomen suffering from any form of female weakness are invited to
write Mrs Pinkham, Lynn, Mass. for advice. She is the Mrs. lanklia
date.
who has been advising sick women free of charge for more than twenty
The Influence of the national cornyeruee and befole that she assisted her mother-in-law Lydia E. Pinklia n
rnittee on nomination is small, except
In advisiuir. Thus she is well qualified to enide sick women back to
• so
far as the selection of the place is
health. Ur &niece Is free and always helpful.
concerned. The choice of New York.
for instance, would be looked upon
forerunner of the
* everywhere as a
nomination of HUghes, because outvieaalmerssiMeatiwailleteneinit.
side seats would almost certainly be
filled with people who were his ac* eve sympathizers, at least on the sur*
Owing to the fact that we are installing a large additional
face. In a similar way the selection
amount of new machinery, we have several good jobs to offer
of either Cincinnati or Clevela'nd
experienced transfer knitters on children's hose and half hose.
both of which are good convention
Also loopers on both coarse and fine work.
cities, would almost certainly be look
We pay the highest wages of any knitting mill in the south,
ed upon as a friendly move for the
secretary of war.
and many of our hands earn from $10 to $12 per week. This
o,
The sentiment of the national coin
mill is modern in eve!y respect. For further information ad* mittee as a whole is not favorable
dress Henry Sprang, manager of the Topsy Hosiery Mills,
either to Taft or Hughes. Unless
Columbus,(la. We will not advance transportation.
some extettordinary change in feeling
• should take place New York, Mein• nate and Cleveland will be considercompetition to
ed as barred from
avoid any charge of favoritism in be0
• half of the two leading candidates.
Distance Bars Out Cease Cities.
Aside from this limitation there is
I no city which may not compete for
0
* the honor and pleasure of seeing the
You get handsome, well
ze it Republican nominee for the pres
appointed carriages
idency put in the field. There is an
when I serve you. We
0 expression of opinion generally that
give pronit personal at* it would be unwise to go to either
tention at all times.
edge of the continent in these days
when passes are prohibited and each
dnlegate is expected to pay his own
• fare. This theory, if follewed out by
the committee, would at once eliminate places like Seattle and Boston.
ready gone. Neal attempted to enter
Much of the saute argurnem will be
the Rasmussen home and Mrs. Ras•
urged against the selection of Denmussen thinking it was a burglar.
procured her huithapd's rifle and fired
ver. wheli is so far west as to make
threugh the door. kilitni Neal inthe cost of transportation a serious
• Item in case of a great majority of
stantly.
rt.(' MRCS REPORTEDITOR OF
Mrs. Rasmussen became a raving
the delegation.
ER WAS slit / AND KILLED.
man:a-c when she :earned whom she
Those who are forecasting the rehad shot.
sult of the meeting of thc national
coneAttee in December are, thereIdle Money.
fore, inclined to limit the choice to WhVe Attempting Is. Arouse Neighor
Some $G,800,000 of the 4 per cent
Chicago, St. Louis, Kansas City and
to Go to Fire, Mazes Wife Shot
government bonds maturing on July
Pittsburg. As is always the case
Him.
I last, are still outstanding, yielding
Chicago has the load. It is generally
no return to the holders, while the
admitted by members of the commitredemption money could easily and
tee and other people that in the matMinot, N. D., Oct. 18.—J. T. Neal. wifely-be invested to return 5 to 7
ter of a convention hall. hotel capacThere is always some de'
editor of the Columbus Reporter, was per cent.
* ity, th-e transportation and telegraph
lay in passing in bonds tender redempfacilities, and, above all, in the mat- Shot and kilted last night by Mrs. R.
tion, but this pretty nearly beats the
ter of climate, Chicago unquestion- C. Rasmussen, who mistook him for
record. Under the circemstances it
ably is the Ideal city.
a burglar. The editor was at work !s quite remarkable. — Springfield
•
In his office when he saw a house on Republican.
St. Louis Weather Record Bad.
•
On the other hand, St. Louis has ire up the street. He started for the
14u
,_...10c. a week.
The Evening
,a good record. It took excellent rare fire hut en his way stopped for Mr.
who, however, had al• of the convention which nominated It
* ;McKinley in 1896 and of that which
!put Parker in the field in 1944. In
l both cases, the hotels acted with fairness toward the great crowds which
gathered, railroads disposed of _ all
people without difficulty, telegraph
facilities were good, and the general
management of the convention
as
beyond criticism. The weather each
time was disagreeably
warm
and
most of the delegates remember the
;et)
, favorable in every respect except that of the climate.
Kansas City, it is said, will put up
the strongest fight for She convention
The people there have provided
a
good auditorium and conventions are
enough of a novelty in that section
to make the work of securing subscriptions comparatively easy. The
Democratic convention of lane went
to Kansas City, and
while people
there were extremely -hospitable and
did the best they could under the circumstances, the general management
wg the affair was not entirely above
criticism.
Hotels were rrncomfortably crowded and the weather, was
unendurably hot. Kensas,City. however has ,grown a great deal in the
last eight years.
Slim ('ham-e for Pittsburg.
Less is known about the convention situation in Pittsburg than elsewhere. That city is not as readily
accessible by rail as some others
there being at times something of a
congestion along the Pennsylvania
and Baltimore and Ohio lines, converging at the Smoky City. At the
last accent-Tits hotel accommodations
there were not all they might be.
There is a good deal of enthusiasm
In that section, however, and the suggestion has been made that Knee
men and Taft men might meet at
Pittsburg as on a neutral ground, although it is the home of the distinguished senator from Pennsylvarria.

Mrs. Pinkham's Standing invitation to Women
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Light Weight or Knee Length Box Overcoats

Hosiery Mill Help Wanted

We show it great range of overcoats in the lightweights—grays,
browns, tans rid black. Carefully tailored in every detail and
priced from Po up.
The Knee Length Loudon Box Coat is the latest style of the season and found only here. A beautiful example of it is a handaome
brown we are featuring. It comes, however, in blacks and is pried
$15.00 up.

The Young Men Have Found Our
Spartan 3 the Most Swagger Suit of the
Year, From $15.00 to $30.00.

1

HIS style has indeed made a hit with the young men. The coat
is longer in front than behind, imparting the dip effect; the
seams are the welt effect and the vest is a novelty; trousers peg-leg
with a deep cuff and the entire effect a very swagger one.
It is made in a number of very attractive patterns and is priced
from $15 up.

T
•
•

IN IT.

i

o matter what you wish to pay for a suit or overcoat you will
do well to let us show von our lines. For range of patterns,
exclusivess and value they are not equaled elsewhere.
We show all the new shades in browns, blues, olives, grays and
other fancy patterns,, as well as the staple blacks. They are made in
the latest fashion: hand tailored and every detail of manufacture as
peift at as exlert tallois can make them.

•

ARE

Is acknowledged to be the most successful remedy Ill the country for
tholes painful ailments peculiar to
vroinen.
For more than Se years it has
1+.
been curing Female Complaints,
such as Inflammation, and Ulceration, Falling and Displacements,
and consequent Spinal Weakness,
Backache, and is peculiarly adapted
to the Change of Life.
LYDIA E. PINKHAM
Records shove that it has cured
more cases of Female Ills than any other one remedy known.
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound dissceves and egpels
Tumors at an eerly stage of development. Dragging Mensationscausmg
dby its use.
pain,weight,and headache are relieved assiesertnatiestly c
It corrects Irregularities or Painful Functions, Weakness of the
Stomach. Indigestion, Bloating, Nervous Prostration, Beadache. Gene
'Don't care
ral Debilityealso, Dizziness, Faintness Extreme Lassitude.'
anti wantto be left alone" feeling, Irritability, Nervousness,Slecplessnese.
Flatulency, Melancholia or the "Blues." These are sure ludications of
female weakness or seine organic derangement
conipo
Forali
udtl
iney
ii, a m
C0
00tn
t teexaolenitieenotf re
eim
theedry.
sex Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable

The Best Carriage
Service in Paducah

ki

HARRY

We are the only store sellAg the Rack kid gloves, the
. popular shade ot this kason, $1.50, $2.00 and $2.50.

FOR BURGLAR

•

I ,
•

Shield or Lined Plaited Shirts in Neat Effects
The men who like the stiff bosom shirt for winter will find what they
like in our extensive showing in this style. The materna are very neat; the
bosoms short and comfortable, and the garment carefully Made in every
detail. They come in black, hello and brown color effects, and an especially
pretty pattern is an imported embroidered figure.

•

•
1

New Conceit/tot the season are the lined plaited bosom shirts, with two
and four plaits This gives the effect and warmth of the stiff ta)aritn. They
come in brown, plum and hick neat stripe effects.

w

52a garment.
!loyal Silk Plush Suits—a fabric that makes the most ideal garment for
underwear, as well as a very warm one. They Coale in tans, pink, light
L'ire and red and black stripes: $t 50 a garment.
American Hosiery Company's mercerized ribbed, Egyptian Cotton garments, 52.50.

An Ideal Department
Boys' and Children's Clothing
HIS department is one of our prides. Under the /nonagement of a very competent lady, shopping is made easy for
boys or parents, and we want every mother and boy to get
acquainted with it.

T

Buys an excellent value in children's suits, and offers
a great range of rants from which to select. Double breasted
coats with plain trousers and styles that are the work of the
best tailors.
$6.00 to $10 buys the prettiest and best snits made for boys.
The styles are beautiful and the patterns mannish. Coats
single bTeasted, pants plain or bloomer.

$1.50

Reefer Overcoats Are to be Very Popular.
$10 is the price of the handsomest. An exceptionally handsome pattern is a gray with a velvet collar.
other patterns.

We show many

$6.00 Buys an excellent value in an overcoat.

$3.50

is the price of a coat that is worth more, and np to
16 we are showing a line of coats that can't be equaled at the
prices elsewhere. •

50c Skiddo caps, the

newest cap for little fellows, is to be
very popular, selling for 50c.

$2.50 Astrakhan Caps for misses; beautiful patterni, and
--just-a few left. •
Tams in a great range of colors, froth 50e to 12.00.

t

FOR RENT
Several desirable offices and
rooms, on second and third
floor; water, light, heat and
janitor service included; prices
reasonable. ::

,

DIERICANVIMAN NATIONAL BANK
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ORDER IMPROVEMENT
OF FIRST STREET.
City Solicitor -James Campbell has
been instructed by the street committee of the general council to draft an
ordinance for the itnprovment of
First street from Broadway to Wash-1
ington street. The east side of the;
street is not built properly, the Illinois Central having placed curbing
by ita• tracks.

k
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Form-ritting garments that stretch like rubber and are very comfortable: non-shrinkable and shape-retaining balls Iggan worsteds at al and

1

a Isass •

1

Let Us Show You Our Underwear Lines

•

ANDERSON, PHONE 915

Is unquestioned for the sideboard
and medicinal purposes, and you cn
not secure anything superior. Sold
most everywhere.
9
•

1* •
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valuable American medicinal roots.
Writing, Law, lieelmnima imuwine, ems- paper) to Draugbon's eracticat ihm.
the entire system. In most cases foul
'The Triumphs of Eugene Valmont." "Tekla," -in the Midst of
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breath, bad complexion, sick headache
Dr. Pierce believes that our American forAlarnam"Speculatiens of John Steele." 'The Victors." Etc.
Use Residence.
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and suchlike ills are primarily caused
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d in most valuable medicinal roots
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Of Interest to School Teachers.
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lent appetite, feels strong and sleeps generally the result of protracteol
him to the surface, and he reached and I."
clapped across the fellow's bearded
many of the weapone of well." _That's the way Electric Bit- constipation, following liver torpor. ST. LOUIS & TENNESSEE RIVER
Drummond made no reply, for the lips, wound his other arm about the of order, like
out a flipper and capsized boat and
common soldiers in Russia's froutler ters affect the aged, and the same hap- Dr. King's New Life Pe:a regulate the
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ure of a defective cartridge to explode,
They fought him three hours with Don against the wall, just clear of. the
Aimee first Mow had Miesed clean, the friends owed their momentary Weak. puny children too, are greatly 21M.
strengthened by them. Guaranteed
FOR Tile: TENNESSEE RIVER.
only an oar for a weapon. Finally space that would be covered by the but his second del not. Following up safety.
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the turtle died and was towed ashore. opening of the door.
his right hail blow with all a trained (To be continued In next issue.) also for stomach. liver and kidney
man% Iniclobes a. that of the country,
At the same moment Jack switched boxer's swift dexterity, he sent
troubles, by all druggists. 60c.
He weighed 267 pounds.—New York
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Hard Times in Kansas.
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The Cigarette Habit.,
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Steamers Joe Fowler and John S.
sires to get rid of the 'cigarette habit it revolve by mechanical action of
Hopkins. leave Paducah for Evansinaexcess' the remedy is simple. Carry the hand or foot in connection with
ville and way.landiugs at 11 a. m.
Paducah Ky.
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a bag of raisins, sultanas, or curants a wheel or treadle, thus giving the
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"LDS
" VO
time
spinning wheel. The first rein the pocket and .chew them constant
Atilt ALL THROAT AND LUNG TROUBLES.
THE STEAMER DICK powLEn
ly. The excessive cigarette habit will corded use of this was in the earl)
Leaves Paducah for Cairo and way
GrO-A.R A N TEES BA.TISFACTOSI
years of the sixteenth century, hut
evaporata."
OR MONEY REFUNDED.
landings at 8 a. ni, sharp, daily. exAnother suggests this: "When one it was probably made and used long
cept Sunday. Special excursion rates
wishes badly to smoke let him put in before this. The first spinning jenre
now in effect from Paducah to Cairo
his mouth and chew a small piece of a niachine working eight spindle,.
and return, with or without meals
liquorice root. It has a strong, full was Invented in 1767.—The Houst:snit room. Good music and tabie unbodied, and not disagreeable taste, keeper Magazine.
surpassed.
end makes one forget the fragrant
For further information apply e to
weed.' In a fortnight's time one will
Out of Sight.
Old Phone 8-12.
S. A. Fowler. Gener.11 Pass. Agent, or
be glad to do without either tobacco
"Out of sight, out of mind," is an
Given Fowler, City Pass. Agent, at
or liquorice, for he will be weaned of old saying which applies with special
Manufacturer of
Fowler-emit:ea u alt & ('i's Office,
the habit. and will probably not feel force to a sore, burn or wound that's
F'
any
been
particularly%
treated
with
pressing
desire
Bucklen's
Arnica
to
but
binw
had
missed
clean,
Alan's first
smoke."
Salve. It's out of sight, out of mind
his second did not.
•
and out of existence. Piles too mot
latter to summon his great brute
chilblains
disappear under its heal
NAPOLEON
gigantic
BONAPARTE
less
strength and shake off his
Showed, at the battle of Austerlitz. ha influence. Guaranteed by all druggists
Furniture Stored and Packed
opponent and to draw his pistol.
Can the greatest leader in the world.
"Quick, Alan!" gasped Jack. "He's Rallard's Snow Liniment has ehown 25c.
the public It is the best Liniment in the
403 Antrim St
got away from me. He'll"world. A quick cure for Rheumatism.
Subscribe for Thy Sun.
Strains, Burns. Cuts. etc. A. C. Pitts.
211-213 S. Third Si,
itodessa,
La_ says: "I use Danard's
Paducah, Ky,
"Ready?" whispered Jack,
S ow Liniment in my family and find
It
for
unexoelled
sore
chest,
headache,
halted in front of No. 2, and while the
• ••rile, In fact for anything that can be
lantern bearer fumbled with the awk
• .0-bed by a liniment." Sold by J. H.
..ehiscitlaeger, Lang Bros. and C. 0.
ward bolt his Companion was saying:
it ipley.
•
"Hold on! After all, I'll bring be

A Rock In the Baltic

Women Inclined UPTON SINCLAIR
to Constipatiom

FREE

HENRY 1101111EN, JR.

FREE TEST
4S711"fin%

NEW STATE HOTEL

Dr. ff. T. Hessig •

pa ,

KILL

Watch the
Label

COUCH

wg-H Dr. King's
New. Discovery

•

11

This label is a
guarantee of quality
and it is also a guartee to those to whom
you send flowers,
that you buy the best.

R. L. McMurtrie

Mattresses

GUY
NANCE
lc
SON
Undertakers and Embalmers

$2.70

Memphis, Tenn.— October
16, round trip, $5.25, Forrest Cavalry.
Birmingham, Ala. — Round
trip $9.35, Oct. 19th and 20th
return Oct. 271h—Account
Press Clubs.
Louisville, Ky. — Round
trin$6,
.95, Oct. 14th and 16th
return Oct 191h — Account
Grand Lodge R. A. M.
Home Seekers' tickets to all
points in the south and southwest, including New,Orleans
Houston, San Antonia, Ft
Worth, Oklahoma and Indian
Territory, at about one fare
for the round trio, good returning for thirty dayll.
•

Jamestown, Va. — Exposition, April 19th to November
30th-15 days;$23.75. Coach
excursions on special dates;
118,00 every Tuesday; limit
10 days.
For information, apply to
City Ticket Office, Fifth and
Broadway or Union Depot.
J. T. DONOVAN,
•
Agt City Ticket Cake
R M. PRANER,
Agent Union Depot

other lila food first, I think."
Catered To.
"But," remonstrated the lantern bear"You millionaires are very deferer. "the governor said we were to
utial to that cheap Subbubs, and yet
bring the Englishman to him at once,"
's a poor man."
"What if he did? How will be know
we stole a half minute to give the
"True; but we have equipped our
prince his dinner? If we brine the
sub:By/lion with a handsome playEnglishman upstairs first, the prince
ground, and he's the only man in
may have to wait an hour before we
Swellherst who has any children,"
can get back with the Englishman."
"Let him wan. then."
A MOST WoRTRY ARTICLE.
When an article has been on he mar"With his pocketful. of rubles? Not
years and gains friends every
ket
for
I. He may decide to give' no more of
mar, it is safe to call this medicine a
lets
Mtn
gold
pieces
to
a
jailer
who
one.
Such Is Banard's Horehis
worthy
hound syrup. It positively cures
go hungry too long."
coughs and all pulmonary diseases. One
"I've got the door unfastened now,
it the best known merchants In Mobile.
Ala. writes: "For five years my family
and"has not been troubled with the winter
"Then fasten It again and come back
roughs. We owe this to Ballare's
Horehound Syrup. I know ft has saved
with me to No. 1."
children from many fark spells."
my
Faint as were the words. dentlened
Sold by J. R. Oeleschlaeger, Lang Bros.
tle intervening walls, their purport
and C. 0. Ripley.
We would be glad to
reached Jack.
"Back to your place," he whispered,
Ascum—I understood you to call
have you call at our
"They're coming:"
Mrs. Rovnder a widow, but her hus.. store and let us explain band is living.
The rattle of bolts followed close on
his words. The great door of No. I
Wise--Oh! yes: she's what you
this remarkable offer to
swung ponderously Inward. The lanmight call a "club widow"—she's a
you.
tern bearer, holding his light filth In
woman who has a late husband.—
front nf him, mitered, then stepped to
Houston Post.
Caine
who
Free
delivery
to
any
jailer,
one side to admit the
gloss after, the tray of food In his outJCI.TUR CAESAR
part of the city.
them a man of nerve, out sickness left
stretched hands.
its mark and he became aged before
Unluckily for the captives' plan, it
Both phones 756.
his time. Sickness is Often monied by
opposite
to
cell
of
the
was to the side
torpid liver, lierbine will regulate
your liver and give yea health. Mrs.
Ianthe
that where Almi crouched that
Austin, Holton, Kan., writes: "I
Carrie
. tern bearer bed taken his sthnd. There
consider lierbitie the best medicine I
ever heard of. -I am never without R."
was no way of reaching him at a
Sold by J. H. Oehischineger, Lang Tiros.
bound. The open door stood between.
aed C. 0. Ripley.
his
first
attacked
to
be
jailer
Were the
Druggist
out
readily
be
fellow attendant could
(otion growing in Peru dates back'
Seventh and Broadway.:
of the cell and halfway up the shieeebeyond the time of the Spanish conAar hereee'Alen might hoPe to reach enesesnrsesresesesewesees.e...,..,„,....„„,„.
. quest.
e
1

Worth of Sanitol
Toilet Preparations for

1.00.

S.D. WINSTEAD

•

$2.70

THE SAFEST AND QUICKEST WAY TO

Worth of th! famous

TRANSFER MONEY
188Y

Santol
Preparations
for

LONG DISTANCE TELEPHONE
FOR RATES APPLY TO LOCAL MANAGER

EAST TENNESSEE TELEPHONE COMPANY
,

AMIE

INCORPORATED

1 We have Several good driving horses for sale at remenalee . prices and
will guarantee them as represented. Call ,ol I se- tlirru.

THE TULLY LIVERY COMPANY
iNCOMPONATED

$1.00
Now on sale at

Gilbert's Drug Store
4th and Broadway
Either Phone No. 77.

.Agent for original Allegretti
eandie• •
...
,
.../....1.•••••••••••••••••••••••••••".

Fourth Street and kethicky Avenue.

livery and nuarding Bits.

Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
ELECTRICAL SUPPLIES
Inoorpo •

IA

House wiring, electric plants installed;
Complete machine shop.
122.134 N.Pourth At.
Phones 7SI

THE PADITC.A II EVENINO SUN
tailapievass...a -111r14411.0

SOUTHWESTERN
MEDI(• % I, S(X`IINTY MEETS
t'Ll\TON, OCTOBER 13,9.

25 c 50c and $1

fall for eLveral days. At Cairo, will
continue rising during the next two
days. then probably fall.
The Tennessee, from. Florence to
below Johnsonville, *ill continue falling slowly during the next 36 hours.
AT
The Mississippi, from below St HEARST PAPERS SAY ONE
WANTED ON THIS SIDE.
Louis to above Cairo, will co/attune
falling *lowly during the next 36
hours].

JAP NAVAL BASE
Di

Escelleut Program for Meeting Is
?leisure of Alaskan Pon Is Said to
AMERICAN PURt'HASES
Prepared and Stalled by Dr.
He Program of Little Brews
BURNS' FAMOUS MUG.
C. E. Purcell.
Man in Starting.

Neckwear Shirts

London, Oct. 18.-Admirers of
Robert Burns have learned with reThe program for the thirty sixth gret that another relic of Robert
Waahington. Oct., 18.-The most
annual meeting of the Southwestern Burns is to depart from lit-lists shores startling international news since the
Kentucky Medical association, which to America. R. 0. Knowles, the publication. by the Hearst News Servmeets at Clinton, Octobe; 29, is be- American comedian, has purchased ice of the orders of the general navy
by from the colection of the late Prof. board that the whole fighting force of
ing seut out to members today
Dr. C. E. Purcell, secretary of the so- Kirkpatrick. of Edinburg University. the United States navy should be
We are positive
ciety. It Is one of unusual interest the famous Burns' mug and will take transferred and concentrated without
T h e reputation
to the doctors, and a largs attendance it home with him to the United States delay In the Pactfic, developed here
The mug was inherited b y the late
you have heard of
WC have made on
is expected at the meeting. The prowas learned that °Meprofessor, and it is an authoritative today 'when it
gram
follows:
is as
government were apfact that it was the favorite drink- tals of this
our 25c neckwear the great values we
Call to order by president-Dr. V.
acquire
ing vessel of the great Scotch poet. t•rised that Japan intended to
A. Stilley.
seize a base on the Pacific coast.
or
is surely wonderful. give in shirts, for it
-It
is
made
of
block wood, encircled
Invocation.
When the news came the general
with three brass bands, and has a
Address of welcome. Attorney
And we deserve iP, really don't seem
naval board was in session in Newwooden handle.
Robert Smith.
port. That such news went to the
for we sell a tie for possible a man in
Response.
general naval board is a fact, and it
Train Leaps Tract,
Regular order of business, E. G
that the representatives
25c that looks as Paducah could be
Lincoln. Neb., Oct. Is
Rock is also a fact
Thomas, M. D.
,
of this government abroad. who are
Island
train
No.
esatobund.
S.
leaped,
1 Typhoid Fever-Dr. JJ. H. Huswell, wears as well found ti- at has not
from the track in the eats1Crts of,experts In arm) and navy matters
sey. Eddyville. Ky. Discussion by %V L.Incoln
this afternoca while reeriag , apprised the United States that Jaand is as good as seen or bought
L. Mosby, R. C. Gore. R. T. Rocker. down a
steep grade at high speed., pan's most probable move would be
2. Erythema Multiforrals-Dr C Six
coaches were smashed Into kAil the location of her base at some point
any tie sold in the shirts from us. We
II. Brothers. Paducah. DIscumion by
The wreckage blorked all trains. en the Alaskan coast.
only carry two numJ. M. Peck. T. 1. Lampkins, W Z Every coach
state at 50c.
was crowded, bet not one' That act would, of course, have
Jackson.
passenger sustained injuries, wilds teen flagrant cause for war, and the
bers,
are
they
but
All st.leo, all col3. Anesthesia-Dr. J. W. Bass from minor
braises and cuts. Six cews came at a time when it was not
Lone Oak. Discussion by P. R. Shel- coaches stayed
on the track Spread known how Japan would act.
orings and white all we or you want.
by. E. A stc‘ens, E. B Shelton.
;cis rails were regions:Die for the
I Malpractice. with suggestions wreck.
and black FoJr-in- Plaited or plain
RI•MBLE BEE'S STING
for legislation-Dr. W. G KingsolvKILLS A POLITICIAN.
hand, _lub, wide bosoms, white or
Ins, Eddyville. DiSCIlliS10.1 by Frank
Not Happy Oa (1111.01111‘.
Boyd, H. T. Crouch. H. T. Carter
Canton, S. D., Oct. 18.-Stung cu
A New Yorker, leessaily returned
end and string ties, colored, endless
5. The Management of Labor in the from England. where be saw
much of the temple by a bumble bee. Michael
Country-Dr. N. R. G000loe. Little the tinsel and is
variety.
armor pagestatrr Oakteaf. a well known politician and
all
Cypress. Discussion by E. G. Thomas by which tartars aaaiversarses have former office holder. dropped Jo the
be-en celebrated at Oxford and else- ground and In ten minutes was dead
E. C. Covington, C 0. Gingles.
6. Different Diagnosis of Codeus- where. tells ME:
A farm hand ran to his aid and, placsion and Compression, with Prognosis
A Roams Is guataase approached ing him in a buggy. drove at break-Dr. Vernon Blythe. Paducah. Dis- a fellow Homed elimatneter and asked: neck speed for the eity, but Oakleaf
suasion by P. H. Stewart, J. T Red
-Are you &Ogles Claudius***
was dead before he had been on the
"No," reapnalhail the other deject- road five minute Physicians contenn
dick, H. ,ft. Melton
7 Typhoid Fever with Special Ref- edly, ellu mot as 'apse as Claudius that the sting penetrated the brain
erence to Treatment-Dr S. Z Hol- I'm as snappy as 'eli:"-New York through the joints of the knitted por•
land. Graharnville. Discw.sion by F Sun
tion of the skull
V. Klmbrough. C. M. Se4rs. J W
Prcsperity Is a
U.N. gun "rain atm. for rea---,
Meshew.
Ia
S. The Business Side of a Doctors
Life-Dr. H. .G. Reynold.. Paducah
Diectissiop by W. M. Roszell. John L
Read What's Below and
Disniukes. Bob OverbeS•
9. Puerperal Sepsis-Dr. B. T. Hall
Paducah. Discussion by W. W. RichLoon& L. L. Smith. J. D. Rollins
ed. Venereal Prophylaxis-Dr. 0
riMsrait..0
GP THE PEOPLE
It. Kidd. Paducah. Discussion by Jas
"TIIE. DAYLIGHT
ORE"
C. Yates, W. H. GraiAt....J. G. Brooks
!,
t
11. Report of some unusual sagesDr. Horace Rivers. Paducah. Discus-=
,
11maliP°219nIt
1
-11/1 LIS
0b4r14,
3
sion by F'. G . LaRu e, A. J. Driskill,
Why carry your bard earned
T L. Phillips.
cash to the Credit Stores where
Volunteer papers
st •
Jeff.
Ilse
it goes no further and buys no
Rev. William Bourquin will conduet
cheaper
than does a 60 day or 3
the services. Burial will be in Oak
Groie cemetery. Mr. leriant was a
months credit for the man who
nut tither of the Woodue e of the
buys on a credit. These credits
DIEN FROM Pitt %Links DIE TO W'orld. shit a III haY chat ge of the
sometiuies
lengthen out into
funeral
RI rrt
Olt NERVE.

25 c 50c and S1

Think

°GIL, ES

A Word With You,
Mr. Cash Buyer.

JOHN FRIANT

never pays and someone has to
make it up. Mr. Cash Buyer.
do you want to help pay the bad
debts? Every merchant gets a
discount for cash, why not the
consumer. let you pay as much
for your goods in the credit
stores as does the credit customer. We sell only for cash
and therefore have only cash
prices. You help to pay no bad
back accounts here. We bny
and sell for cash, get cash prices
whtn we buy and give you
cash prices when we sell. Compare our prices with those of
the credit houses and you will
realize that "money Talks."

Richard Clark.
RS hard Clio k. 75 years old, died
at Fifth and Trimble sirsets yestercla) afternoon at 4 o'clock of dropsy.
after a Ilneering illness
lie was
born in Graves county. but had resided here five years. Tao body was
shipped to Mayfield this morning.
The burial will be today in Graves
county.

There was a great deal of activity
at the wharfhoat this morning, freight
itichard (lark, Ti Years 4,141. 1014-d of
being received and delivered by the
Itropsy I esterday--Euriecal of
packets that are to be out today arid
Pisler.
Himr
tomorrow.
A slight r,se was again recorded at
the government gauge this morning,
•
the gauge registering S.3. which Is a
Mr. John Friane 4.1yertis old. died
rise of 0.4 since yesterday.
last evening at 6:3e o'clock of paralYThe American leaves for the Tenels after an fitness of less than a
nessee today for ties.
week. He ass etrioken last Friday
Harry Philer's Funeral.
Capt. Arthur Peek has chart.. .
and his condition
was
Considered
The funeral of Mr. Harr.. P. Plater. the steamer NeEie, the Bloomer
hopeless from the outset.
the N., C. & St. L. engineer who died for the purpose of towing ties out al
tie was born In Paducah and had a'. Perryville, Tenn.. yese rday morn- the Tennessee and Cumberland rivers
resided here all his life. He was a ing of stomach trouble, was held this
The Bob Dudley is in from Nashblacksmith by trade, but was con- morning at lo o'clock at the resi- ville watt
.a good load of freight. She
nected with Ed Hannan': plumbing dence of his brother-in-law. Mr nets 11%10 on her return trip today.
establishment as collector until he,Charles Berger. 527 South Eleventh
The steamer Kentucky came ill
returned to his regular trade a Short street. The Rev. William Grohter front the T. unessee river this mornParalysis was caused by !conducted the service... The burial lag and stio
time ago
here until Saturday
the rupture of a serve in his bask was in Oak Grove eemetery. The before returning.
The John S. Hopkins was. the E%
just as- he was_preparing to quit!lodge of Red Men, of which he was
ansville paCket today. The Joe Foework last Friday.
a member, assisted at the burial.
ler will come in tomorrow from tha
Mr. Friant was married five years
p:ace and lay over here until Moods:
ago to Miss Annie Elleihrook. He is
Georaha Legislatcw
survived by his wife and seteriti
Atlanta. Ga.. Oct. IS.- -John W. before returning.
*delay' brothers and sisters. Mei Aiken, president of the Georgia senThe City of Saltillo Is due tomorfoneril will be held tomorrow morn- ate, died at his home at Cartersville. row front St. Louis on her waS- up the
Tennessee river on her regular weeklog
In
at
o'clo.'k
the today.
at
ly tr!p.
residence - of
Mr.
James Sher-,
Captain Scott Parish. of Cairo.
his toss
rill.
Th. itsenime Rua- -tee. a wine*.
s '.w, El' " • ,
in the city for a..-few days.
•11,
The Fied Hartweg passed up csterdisa- for Sisters bar, near Golconda,
to help the J. B. Finley over the ba:
The big towboat Sprague. "whiv't
has been tied .up at the Island on .
eount of the low stage of the
left today on her way up the rt%ei
the Water having risen to such an ex
tent as to enable the blk boat to pass
HIS store cannot do you a
the Sisters bar at Golconda.
greater personal service
The New Era floating palace has
or benefit itself more than by
returned from BrookpOrt, where a
performance was given. The show'
helping you to secure the best
barge has been undergoing repairs at
clothes of leading makers at
the marine ways.
prices you can afford'to pay.
It appears that Pilot Nichols,- el
IL There's no reason why it can't
Cairo. has company. The news eo,i0
do this; there's every reason
that Pilot Emery B. Johnson has
why it should; unqueshis Iketree suspended for 't'entY
tionably it does when
by the Ideal inspectors. Waltz ,
Hodge, on account of reckless nit'. it offers you this
gation and inattention to duties
stylish, reliable
October 4, when the governn
make.
steamer Titan was in the waters
Cairo Bulletin.
The steamer City of Seltillo Is reAsk to
ceiving to clear to all pints in th.
See the "Longworth"
Tennessee river next W.enesday a•
A style far in advance of the
5 p. ni, She will bring the barge
common procession-Distinctive
America here in tow from Riverton
-Stylish--Perfectly TailoredAla.. which was recently purchased
Better Fitting -Shape Retaining.
by the Kansas City Steamship compluy.-St. Louis Post Dispatch,
All Sixes 30 to 38. Prices $15 to $30.

Clothes of Distinction

Ederheimer-Stein

Suits for the Young Fellows

T

1)4

0Y L.@Walt
415,-41r
T•LOADVVAV

'A

OWITrtrEFIS To MENAOtt,BOY-5 1,

4.•

Offirini Forecasts,
The Ohio. at litinsv;11e, will continue 'falling during the next several.
days. At Mt. Vernon wilt. begin fettling velthin.12 hours and fall for 114?r- ' .
4140 days. At Padacah. will continue
ilising _..
diming the -ne2cL36 oars,.the

Lot 833S -grown

Plaid Worsted S-tilt our price

516.1)11

Credit Stores. price is $22.50.
Lot 8331 Brown Plaid Worsted
Credit Storei. price Is $22.50.
Lot 41336, Olive Check it
ans
dto
Ors
es
e.r ppl:tiiede
0
1r2s2te6d0.
is
Lot 8389, Brown Self Stripe Worsted
Credit Stores' price le $22.50.
Lot S341. Gray Plaid Worsies
:iredit Store,' Price is $22.5e.
Lot 8397. Gray Plaid Worsted
Credit Stores' price is $22.511.
Lot 3223. Gray Plaid Worstel

$16.00

$11.1011

11 2 South
Second St.

Special Sale of Sample Fancy Vests

1A

Dollar Sated Is a Dollar Made I

Q

I- ALITY clothes: all-wool

THE call for brown is phe-

honest in every thread and

nomenal: it would 'swamp'
any lesser supply than ours
Grays, tAxi. and other rich colorings are not neglected, Reibor0
suits and overcoats $20 to *50,
other lines 010 to IN.

stitch: the kind of clothes the
Uwn's hungry for. We have to
show a big Stock,of course: there
are many

tastes in fabric and

style to satisfy. This is a big

N our hat department It's the
same way The Ludlow $3
bats are getting onto a lot of
good hooking heads: they deserve
it. See the new shades and
shapes. We have exclusive sale
of the Knox at $5.
I

stock of "good Clothes and nothing

elite,"

that's

different

You'll see the difference the
minute you get inside the door.
getting more and
W E'RE
rw)re the trade of men

ood CLUETT Shirts
STAR
tit: and they're ready to

who ootlaider values: what they
get as wail as what they pay;
men who like our way of doing

wear. Many beautiful new patterns and colors: you can't do
better made to measure: $130

business.

to $350.

The Rome of Roxboro Clothes
Keiser Cravats.
Manhattan Waistscoats
oox 5090

tikikvWf
as,AM.air4,-"Af
ES TA El L:3NED Ml
C LOT MCS

MEMBERS SUFFERING
number of silver dollars dated 15
WITH TURIERATIAMIIS. appeared in business circles. It was
not long until nearly everybody had
Rock Pland. Ill.. Oct. 18.--In holie some of the, money. Then some one
of reducing life insurance losses,, the eterted the story that the money wee
executive council of the Modern counterfeit because it was all nee.
Woodmen of America today closed a So people refused to accept th doldeal for the purchase of 1.000 acres tars. The police got busy and an apof land adjoining Colorado Springs, peal..was made to the secretary of the
known as the Ambler Ranch, whereon ;treasury. Then it was discovered
to erect a sanitarium for treatment of that many of these dollars had
been
members of (be society afflicted with lying in the sub-treasury in See
Frantuberc tilosIs.
cisco for years. The sub-treasurer
died some time ago and his successor
Thought Dollars Counterfeit.
put sonie of the money into circulaWashington. Oct. 18.--There has tion.
been a funny counterfeit scare out
in Sosithern Cal/ramie, especially in
Follow your inclinatioidi if you
1,os Angeles sad San Diego. A large like. that's the road to ruIn,

Think of Us Before You Eat

$11.90

Lot 921i6, Olive ChC
secirei. price is $22.50.
tagt
ercelitliC
Credit Store,' price is $22.50.
Lot 8302. Olive Nobby Worsted
$11.99
Credit Stores' price is $18.00.
Lot 3207, Gray Plaid Cass
$11.90
Credit Stores' price Is $18.00.
Lot 9249. Olive Stripe Worsted
$0.91/
Credit Store;' price is,$15.00
Lot 3292, Grey Plaid Worstet
$12.90
Credit Store,' price is $18.00.
Lot 9231, Grey Plaid Worsted
$9.09
Credit Store' price Is $15.00
Lot 92.50. Nobby 011%e Cass
$9.99
Credit Storef price is $15.00.
hot 9265, Grey Plaid Worsted Cass
$0.99
Credit Stores'
. price is *t5.00.
Lot 8752, drey Worsted
0
7..450
10
$7
Credit Store;' price is $10.00.
Lot 8707, Brown Check Case
Credit Store;' price Is $10.00.
Lot 8606, Nobby Cheek Case Worsted
$6.99
Credit Store' price Is $10:00,
antAen
ed.so on
A calll will convince you. Bring this advertisement
with you and make your own comparison. Fit and Quality guar-

THE MODEL

A V E you made up your
mind about your Fall
Clothes? When you decide what fabric, color,
style and price, you'll
find it here.

Great Southern Tea
Both Phones 805.

Coffee Co.

113 South Second St.

We appreciate your orders and we want
your trade.
•

8 lbs. Granulated Sugar . . . 45c
COFFEE.
lie
Frtiar roasted coffee always gives Cracked Rice, 2 Ma
3 Pkgs. Egg-0-See
2
the satisfaction. Buy here and that 2
Pkgs. Grape Nuts
27,c
2 pkgs. Shredded Wheat
le what you get.
";ie.
2 pkgs. Maple Flake
2.5c
Tomorrow Bockmon s Charity Club
1 Pkg. Cracked Wheat
I5c .
Fresh Roasted, we are going. to Ralston's Healfli
Food
10e
have on eye at. per lb
35c Ralston's Hominy Grits
10c
34 lbs. of Ambrose
Inc :1 pkgs. Puff Rice
25cSweet Delaware Grapes, basket, 30c
1 lb. Java Blend
2.0c
Sweet Niagara Grapes. basket .. 23c
2 lbs. Santos
30e Large, Fat Mealy
Bananas 2 dos, 25c
% lb Liptciti Tea
Vinegar. quart
Inc
Cream Cheese, lb
MEATS AND LARD.
20c
2o c
S lbs. Hog Lard
$1.V0 Brick Cheese, R)
Neufchatel, cake'
Hams, Sugar Cured
. 15c
Sapeago, cake
o,•
Streaked Bacon
16c Pineapple Cheese,
each
Fat Bacon
I lc Armour's Extract of Beef, can
50e
Patent Flour, sack
75c New Piancake !dour, pkg
New Buckwheat Flour. pkg. .
Straight Flour. sack
1.0e
65c
Pure Honey, glass
20c
Meal. 1-0 lb. peck
lie Litnberger
Cheese. cake
Kraut., lb ....
Sc Nuts of all kinds, lb
20c!

Fine Table Butter,, pound

. 20c

(

